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ABSTRACT

The use of full wave electromagnetic modeling and simulation tools allows for accurate
performance predictions of unique RF structures that exhibit multi-dimensional scales. Full wave
simulation tools need to cover the broad range of frequency including RF and terahertz bands that
is focused as RF technology is developed. In this dissertation, three structures with multidimensional scales and different operating frequency ranges are modeled and simulated.
The first structure involves nanostructured solar cells. The silicon solar cell design is
interesting research to cover terahertz frequency range in terms of the economic and
environmental aspects. Two unique solar cell surfaces, nanowire and branched nanowire are
modeled and simulated. The surface of nanowire is modeled with two full wave simulators and
the results are well-matched to the reference results. This dissertation compares and contrasts the
simulators and their suitability for extensive simulation studies. Nanostructured Si cells have large
and small dimensional scales and the material characteristics of Si change rapidly over the solar
spectrum.
The second structure is a reconfigurable four element antenna array antenna operating at 60
GHz for wireless communications between computing cores in high performance computing
systems. The array is reconfigurable, provides improved transmission gain between cores, and can
be used to create a more failure resilient computing system. The on-chip antenna array involves
modeling the design of a specially designed ground plane that acts as an artificial magnetic
conductor. The work involves modeling antennas in a complex computing environment.
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The third structure is a unique collar integrated zig-zag antenna that operates at 154.5 MHz
for use as a ground link in a GPS based location system for wildlife tracking. In this problem, an
intricate antenna is modeled in the proximity of an animal. Besides placing a low frequency
antenna in a constricted area (the collar), the antenna performance near the large animal body
must also be considered.
Each of these applications requires special modeling details to take into account the various
dimensional scales of the structures and interaction with complex media. An analysis of the
challenges and limits of each specific problem will be presented.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

The use of full wave electromagnetic modeling and simulation tools allows for accurate
performance predictions of unique RF structures that exhibit multi-dimensional scales. The
research in this dissertation utilizes modeling and simulation tools to evaluate three unique
structures that each exhibit multi-dimensional scales. Each of these problems works over a
different frequency range yet the problems are related in nature because each includes intricate
multi-dimensional geometry details and complex material interfaces. The computational tools are
used to characterize signal absorption, signal propagation or RF tuning in order to maximize
performance for the particular application as depicted in Fig 1-1. The first problem involves
characterizing nanotextured solar materials that maximize absorption of solar energy in the AM
1.5 spectrum. The second problem investigates how small 60 GHz reconfigurable antenna arrays
can be used on-chip to create high data rate transfers in high performance computing. The third
problem is a refinement of a 154 MHz zigzag antenna that can be integrated into animal tracking
collars. Full wave simulations are used to effectively model the antenna near the animal body.

103.83 mm

z
y
x

100MHz 1GHz

10GHz 100GHz 1THz

10THz 100THz

Fig. 1-1 Three areas of full wave EM tool applications in broad frequency range
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Radio frequency (RF) technology is defined as a frequency range from 3 kHz to 300 GHz
and is prevalent in cell phones, satellites, PCs, etc. Terahertz waves occupy the frequency range
of tremendously high frequencies (THF) from 300 GHz to 3000 GHz [1]. It is also called the
submillimeter wave because the wavelength of THF is less than or equal to1 mm. The terahertz
wave penetrates through non-conducting materials such as clothes, plastics, or ceramics.
Terahertz frequencies are popular in medical imaging because the penetration of terahertz waves
is deeper than the X-ray and the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) without any hazardous
effect on the bio-tissues or DNAs.

1.1 Computational Simulation Electromagnetic Modeling Tools
The computational simulation electromagnetic (EM) modeling tools covering the range from
RF to terahertz waves save considerable time and effort for advanced EM research. Researchers
are able to predict the behavior of new structures over a broad-range of frequencies, and reduce
the possible mistakes in the discovery stage. EM simulation technology has been prevalent for
over 20 years and has been instrumental in the rapid advancement of new antenna and packaging
research. Full wave tools have been extensively verified by experiments for numerous
applications. One advantage of full wave tools is that a user can master the tool without
significant prior knowledge of expected performance or outcomes of the structure to be modeled.
Simulation methods based upon reduced order models, wire grid models, or equivalent circuit
models require sufficient background on the expected structures in order to create an accurate
model. Full wave EM tools allow for multi-scale dimensions, frequency dependent material
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characteristics, visual graphical based geometry modeling, and versatile graphical displays of
output results. Significant design elements of EM modeling tools are the material characteristics,
boundary conditions, the operating frequency, and the structural dimension. Characteristics of
materials such as the dielectric constant, the conductivity, and the loss tangent determine the
electric properties of the materials. The material characteristics are not single values because
they are frequency dependent properties. Boundary conditions assigned on the objects determine
the behaviors of EM waves at the interface of objects. Improper boundary conditions assigned
cause errors on the surfaces. Operating frequencies and structural dimensions impact simulation
time and memory. The objects with dimensions considerably greater than the operating
wavelength result in the huge time and memory consumption. Selecting an appropriate modeling
strategy for analysis to save simulation time and memory is also important as well as the
structure design.
The EM simulation tools are expected to operate over broad-range frequencies, from
megahertz to terahertz, with reasonable frequency dependent material characteristics. In this
dissertation, three electromagnetic structures operating at different frequency ranges are
introduced and simulated by a computational simulation EM modeling tool. The EM
characteristics, design issues, and methodology to solve the given problems are explained.
The EM simulation tools can be applied to terahertz frequency devices such as photovoltaics
(PVs). PVs are a promising renewable energy source in terms of the economy and environment.
Low efficiency is a roadblock for broad commercialization of PV products. The application of
useful computer simulation tools will help the development of solar energy research. The time
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and memory issues caused by relatively larger objects than the operating wavelength are
described and the solution is suggested.
A reconfigurable 60 GHz low profile on-chip antenna array for chip-to-chip data transfers is
an example of an antenna operating at a mid-range frequency. The principle of an artificial
magnetic conductor (AMC) layer is introduced to solve the source current cancelled by the
image current generation near a perfect electric conductor (PEC) is discussed. The
reconfigurable radiation pattern is created by four array antennas.
Another interesting RF research is a very high frequency (VHF) antenna technology that is a
relatively low frequency antenna. The longer wavelength with longer propagation distance over
the ground link reduces the intercept of the external natural surroundings with less attenuation of
the wave [2]. The disadvantage of a VHF antenna is a larger size compared to higher frequency
antennas because of the longer wavelength. The VHF collar zigzag antenna is one of the
solutions for the VHF antenna with small dimension. The design process of the zigzag antenna is
introduced in [3]. The design properties of VHF zigzag antenna are thoroughly analyzed in terms
of input impedance in Chapter 4.

1.2 Silicon Branched Nanowire Silicon Photovoltaic Materials
The energy consumption generated by nonrenewable fossil fuels has been increased as the
energy technology has rapidly advanced. The amount of carbon dioxide emission that is the
byproduct of burning fossil fuels also has been increased. It causes a significant problem because
the emitted carbon dioxide gas destroys the natural environment. The world energy consumption
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and carbon dioxide emission per year are shown in Fig. 1-2 [4][5]. For a more environmentalfriendly future, the development of clean and renewable sources of energy is of prime
importance. Solar energy is regarded as one of the best solutions to solve the problems of fossil
fuels in that it is a renewable and an environment-friendly energy source. The low efficiency of
photovoltaic (PV) cells is a critical weakness for the broad commercialization of solar energy.
The improvements in efficiency of solar cells, over the last 40 years are shown in Fig. 1-3 [6].
The maximum efficiency of a solar cell is 42 %, which is reported in 2014, for multi-junction
cells with concentration. The single-junction GaAs has the second highest efficiency, about 30%.
The efficiency of the crystalline silicon solar cell with the multicrystalline structure has been
improved up to 28%.

CO2 emission/year

Exajoules/year
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Fig. 1-2 Consumption of (a) world energy and (b) CO2 emission

1950

2000
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Fig. 1-3 NREL solar cell efficiency chart [6]
Nanostructured silicon solar cells will be discussed in this dissertation due to the economic
advantage, discussed in Chapter 2. Efficiency of the PVs can be improved by increasing the light
trapping ability and electron extraction efficiency of these devices [6][7]. The use of silicon
nanowire (NW) and branched nanowire (BNW) arrays on the silicon substrate of PVs is one
suggested way of improving the efficiency of PVs. The definitions and principles of NW and
BNW are introduced in Chapter 2. The SEM picture of NW and BNW are shown in Fig. 1-4.
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(a)

[2]Fig. 1-4 SEM pictures of (a) NW and (b) BNW
[3]

(b)

In Chapter 2, two computational electromagnetic (EM) modeling tools to simulate the PVs
with a silicon BNW array are introduced: the finite-element method (FEM) and the finitedifference time-domain (FDTD) approach. The rationale behind the use of full wave EM tools to
simulate PVs is discussed. The periodic structure of a NW array consumes a lot of memory, so
simulations using a unit cell and periodic boundary conditions are utilized to reduce the model
size. The solar irradiance over the solar energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 1-5. The simulation
results are analyzed and compared to the references for accuracy.
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Fig. 1-5 Solar irradiance of AM 1.5 vs. wavelength
1.3 Wireless Communication for Multi-Chip Multi-Core System
High performance computing is an advanced computing environment with high speed data
processing capability. The complicated and large data tasks such as advanced arithmetic
operations, cloud computing, or 3D ultrasound X-ray are conducted rapidly and efficiently. The
development of the HPC system requires a processor with higher clock speed for faster speed
and more efficiency of tasking. The enhanced clock speed improves processor computational
performance according to Moore’s law, while the central processing unit (CPU) power
dissipation is increased [9]. The relationship between the clock speed and the power
consumption is

where f is clock frequency, C is total switching capacitance value, and V is the supply voltage
[10]. The power dissipation is an obvious hurdle of the HPC development and a solution is
needed.
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The design of multi-chip, multi-core (MCMC) systems is a promising processor due to low
CPU power dissipation. An example of the computation hierarchy of the MCMC inside HPC
system is shown in Fig. 1-6. The computational performances are enhanced by the computer
architecture with 100 processor chips on a single package massive data cluster module. Each
single processor chip consists of two or more individual CPU or cores operating with parallel
processing for the capabilities of read and write. The instructions of a CPU are performed by the
parallel computing of all instructions simultaneously. The large amount of data tasks is divided
into the number of cores and conducted in the parallel computing process [11]. The clock time of
multi-core architecture used to perform the CPU instruction is less than the single core system.
The performance of a processor is enhanced and power consumption is reduced as each core runs
at the same time. A supercomputer with an HPC system consists of multiple processor chips
fabricated in a single computing package module, while multiple CPUs are integrated in each
single processor chip.
The individual cores in a chip communicate to each other for I/O data transfer by physical wirebonding. Wire-bonding is a broadly used wire interconnects method because of the advantages in
cost and flexibility. However, the wire-bonding is not an appropriate method for interconnect
between the small chips. The existence of wire connection causes mutual coupling such as
crosstalk, parasitic inductance and capacitance, or high signal noise ratio (SNR), which affects
on the data communication as the dimensions of CPUs are getting smaller. The rate of I/O pitch
size reduction is less than the rate of chip size reduction, which causes as shown in Fig. 1-7 [12].
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Data Cluster

Multi-Chip in the Module

Multi-Core in the Single Chip

Fig. 1-6 Computation hierarchy inside the HPC system
A millimeter wireless link for the data communication system is investigated to solve the
problems of the I/O pitch scaling down and the crosstalk between adjacent wires as shown in
Fig.1-8 [13]. In the suggested system, nine cores are connected with wire-bonding and on-chip
antenna is fabricated on the center core, a router. The router does the wireless communication
with other routers in neighbor group of cores. The low profile antenna operating at 60 GHz is
selected for the 15% -10 dB reflection coefficient bandwidth, which enables about 20 Gbps data
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Fig. 1-8 MCMC wireless communication system [13]
1.4 Zigzag Antenna
An RF tracking device that incorporates wearable antennas mounted on the animals are used
for tracking their movements. A wildlife tracking system should use antennas that do not
interfere with the normal behavior of the animal. The wearable antenna is an appropriate
candidate antenna for the wildlife tracking system because of its low-profile, omni-directional
beam coverage in the horizontal direction, and adequate bandwidth performance [15]. The radio
systems used for wildlife monitoring are, in general, relatively low data rate and narrow
bandwidth compared to commercial handheld wireless systems used for human point-to-point
communications. The animal tracking system with the dog collar and the handset are shown in
Fig. 1-9 [16].
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Fig. 1-9 Model of animal tracking system with dog collar and handheld[16]
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The attenuation of signals in a forest increase when the operating frequency increases. It is
shown in Fig. 1-10 (which is listed in dB/meter) [17]. A wearable antenna operating at a
relatively low frequency is selected for the ground link of the animal tracking system because
natural environments have a lot of natural objects that significantly interfere with wave
propagation at higher frequencies. The antenna is tuned with the input impedance analysis of the
antenna with the EM tool in Chapter 4.

1.5 Research Objectives
The objective of this dissertation is to: 1) Introduce the various applications of a full wave
EM modeling simulation tool to the variety of multi-range frequency such as a PV design; 2)
Describe the design method for a reconfigurable four array on-chip antenna with the AMC layer;
3) Analyze the electromagnetic properties of a VHF wearable zigzag antenna with a shorting pin
in terms of input impedance.
Contributions of this Work


Created a computational framework for the EM modeling of nanostructured PV materials.
These materials are electrically large at THz frequencies. The material characteristics of
Si change significantly over the AM 1.5 spectrum. Simulations on an HPC cluster with
16 processing cores were completed. Techniques to reduce the size simulation were
created.



Characterized the absorption of branched nanowire solar materials to maximize
absorption over the AM 1.5 spectrum.
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Developed one of the first on-chip reconfigurable arrays for multi core computing
applications. This included identifying the appropriate array configuration that maximizes
beam pattern diversity. The array utilized very simple switching (antenna on or off) since
smart antenna concepts that require a power hungry phase shifter and beam former are
undesirable in multi-core applications.



Refined the design of the VHF collar antenna and characterized the specific-absorption
rate (SAR) for such an antenna in the proximity of an animal phantom model.

1.6 Dissertation Outline
In Chapter 2, Chapter 3, and Chapter 4, design process of three full wave EM simulation
applications over the broad frequency range are discussed. The solar photovoltaic theory and EM
modeling process are discussed in Chapter 2. The light trapping mechanism and the PV cell
current state of arts are described. Two computational EM modeling simulation tools with
different principles are introduced and compared. Lastly, the % reflection from the EM modeling
tool is compared to the practical measurement results. In Chapter 3, the current technology of onchip antenna for wireless communication of MCMC is introduced. The design process of
reconfigurable on-chip antenna is described and the EM modeling simulation tool was used to
support the design result. The EM properties of zigzag antenna are analyzed in Chapter 4. The
theory of a shorting pin is explained with current flowing to the antenna body. Input impedance
is analyzed to support the physical effect of the antenna. In Chapter 5, the conclusion of the
multi-frequency range research with the full wave EM tool is discussed.
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CHAPTER 2 COMPUTATIONAL DESIGN OF BRANCHED NANOWIRE
STRUCTURES FOR PHOTOVOLTAICS

2.1 Silicon Characteristics as a Material for Photovoltaics
Silicon is the material of choice for photovoltaics (PVs) due to its extensive usage in the
semiconductor industry, its high natural abundance and the ability to generate photocurrent. The
abundance of silicon on the earth is shown in Fig. 2-1. Material characteristics such as dielectric
constant are important information to determine reflectivity of radiating structures. Different
values of the silicon dielectric constant at each frequency point are applied to the simulation
tools because it is not a constant over the frequency range interest.

Fig. 2-1 Abundance of the Earth elements
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Hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) is non-crystalline structure of silicon with high
density of hydrogen bond. Advantages and disadvantages of the a-Si:H over the crystalline
silicon (c-Si) are shown in [18-20]. The a-Si:H has high density of localized states such as band
tails and defects which cause low carrier transport and a high carrier recombination rate. The
high density of localized states hinders the shift of Fermi-energy level, resulting in lower built-in
potential and open-circuit voltage. The appropriate density of defects should be low to be used
for the PVs. Because defect density of the a-Si:H is proportional to the illumination time, the
recombined current increases, and the solar cell efficiency significantly deteriorates. It is called
Staebler-Wronski effect (SWE).
The absorption coefficient of a-Si:H is nearly 2.5 times greater than the absorption of c-Si
with the same layer thickness because the disorder of a-Si:H relaxes the momentum conservation
rule. The a-Si:H is deposited by the method of plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(PECVD) with relatively low temperature, about 125˚C, which enables to use low cost materials
such as float-glass, metal, or plastic-foils. Refraction indexes and extinction coefficients of a-
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Si:H and the c-Si over the frequency range interest are shown in Fig. 2-2 [21][22].
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Fig. 2-2 Frequency dependent refraction index of (a) c-Si and (b) a-Si:H
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2.2 Silicon PV Cell Mechanisms
The silicon PV cell operation is based on the light trapping mechanism. The electron and
hole pairs generated by the incident solar energy are extracted by the front and rear contacts
respectively. The carrier flow creates the operating current of a PV cell. The PV cell operating
principles and the design rule sets are discussed. The qualitative analysis of the efficiency shows
how the full wave EM simulator is related to the PV cell design.
2.2.1 Light Trapping of Silicon
Light trapping of a PV material is the starting point of incident light absorption study. The
energy bandgap of the silicon is about 1.12 eV. The electron and hole pairs are generated when
the incident light with greater energy than the energy bandgap of silicon is illuminated. The
electron absorbs the incident energy and moves up to the conduction energy band, while the hole
remains in the valence band. The activated electron emits the absorbed energy after a finite time
and drops down to the valence band and recombines with a hole. This process is shown in Fig. 23. The black particle represents an electron and the white one represents a hole.

Fig. 2-3 Light trapping mechanism
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Fig. 2-4 Solar wave spectrums (a) at AM1.5 (b) along to wavelength (c) along to photon energy
(d) along to frequency
Solar irradiance spectrum in terms of wavelength, photon energy, and frequency are shown
in Fig. 2-3 [23]. The solar irradiance spectrum, the power of incident solar wave on the unit
surface, is measured with AM 1.5 that is the reciprocal cosine of incident angle between the
surface and solar wave. The solar irradiance with greater incident energy than the energy
bandgap of the silicon is the wavelength interesting range. The equations of photon energy and
frequency conversions from wavelength are
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Photon energy = hc/λ

(2.1)

Frequency = c/ λ

(2.2)

With h= 4.135667516e-15 eV∙s, and c=3e8 m/s.
Therefore, the frequency interest range is from 300 THz to 1000 THz according to (2.1) and
(2.2).

2.2.2 Flat Silicon PV Operation
The silicon PV operation principle is based on the light trapping mechanism, minority carrier
diffusion length of electron, and silicon doping. The silicon doping is a critical method to modify
the characteristics of intrinsic silicon. The n-type silicon is doped by elements impurities with
extra electrons, while the p-type silicon is doped with holes. The elements impurities with extra
electrons and holes are called donor and accepter, respectively. Flat silicon PV cells consist of
anti-reflection coating, front contact, n-type silicon, p-type silicon, and rear contact, as shown in
Fig.2-5. The total thickness of the substrate is greater or equal to 300 μm for higher absorption
with longer optical path length (OPL). The electron and hole pairs are generated by the incident
light around the depletion region due to the light trapping mechanism. The electron, a minority
carrier in p-type silicon layer, is extracted to the n-type silicon layer by the electric field flowing
from the n-type silicon layer to the p-type layer in the depletion region. The front contact and the
rear contact are fabricated on the front and back of silicon surface to lower high resistivity of
silicon substrate. The contacts are transparent, but electrically conductive. The electron is
collected by the front contact and reaches at the rear contact through the load. The electron is
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recombined with a hole at the rear contact. The movement of electron creates the current flow of
the PV.

Fig. 2-5 Flat Silicon PV cell structure
2.2.3 Silicon PV Design Parameters
The appropriate size of p-n junction of the silicon PV is determined by minority carrier
diffusion length and depletion width. The thickness of the PV must be long enough to have
depletion region width at the boundary of p-type and n-type substrate. The thicknesses of n-type
and p-type substrates must be shorter than the minority carrier diffusion length of hole and
electron respectively as explained in the previous section. Determining doping density is
preceded because both depletion region width and minority carrier diffusion length are related to
the doping density.
The depletion region is created between n-type and p-type layers boundary region. Different
Fermi-levels at the junction interface collapses the equilibrium state and diffusion current flows
to restore the equilibrium state [24]. The depletion region is generated at the p-n junction after
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electrons and holes at the junction are combined. Remained charges in the n-type layer and ptype layer create built-in potential repelling the diffusion current. Minority carriers generated by
incident solar energy transport into another layer with the electric field created by the built-in
potential. This procedure is shown in Fig. 2-6.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 2-6 P-N junction (a) non-equilibrium state (b) equilibrium state

The diffusion coefficient of the minority carrier D is related to the minority carrier mobility
μ. The minority carrier lifetime τ is proportional to the doping concentration because more
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doping generates more minority carrier. The minority carrier mobility, minority carrier lifetime,
and minority carrier diffusion length in n-type and p-type layers are given by [25].

(
(

)

)

√

√

Minority electron mobility in p-type layer and minority hole mobility in n-type layer are µn,m
and µp,m, respectively. Nd and Na are the concentration of donor and accepter, respectively.
Minority carrier life times of the electron in p-type layer and the hole in n-type layer are τn and τp,
and Ln and Lp are minority carrier diffusion length of the electron in p-type layer and the hole in
n-type layer.
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The depletion width is inversely proportional to the doping concentration [24]. Let’s assume
that n-type doping concentration is higher than p-type doping concentration. Higher doping
concentration in n-type layer results in longer diffusion length of electron and wider depletion
width in p-type layer. In contrast, lower doping concentration in p-type layer generates narrower
depletion width in n-type layer. The equation of depletion width, depletion width in n-type layer,
and depletion width in p-type layer are

√

where Wd is depletion width, xn is depletion width in n-type layer, and xp is depletion width in
p-type layer [25].
The resistivity of the substrate is an important factor to determine the doping concentration
because low resistivity is preferred in design. Resistivity is related to the majority carrier
mobility and doping concentration. The related equations are below [25].

(

)
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(

)

Resistivity is ρ, and µn and µp are majority electron mobility and majority hole mobility,
respectively.
2.2.4 Flat Silicon PV Efficiency
The solar efficiency is related to the number of incident photon, the electron and the hole pair
generation, and the electron extraction as described in Section 2.2.2. The solar efficiency can be
written as below.

where ηα is the optical absorption efficiency, ηg is the carrier generation efficiency, and ηext is the
electron extraction efficiency. The value ηα is related to the dielectric constant (ϵr) of the
substrate with sufficient optical path length (OPL). The reflection coefficient of a specific
material at an air interface in in terms of ϵr with the assumption of orthogonal incident solar wave
is shown below.
|

√
√

|

|

|

where Zair and Zsi are the intrinsic wave impedances of the air and the silicon and ϵr,si is a
dielectric constant of the silicon. The value of Zair is 377 Ω and ηsi is

√

[26]. For example,
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the reflection coefficient Γ between a silicon substrate and air is 0.55 if the dielectric constant of
the silicon ϵr,si is 11.9. The reflection coefficient Γ is inversely proportional to the optical
absorption efficiency ηα. The value of Γ is valid with sufficient OPL since a short OPL increases
reflection of the material. Because the intrinsic wave impedance is| ̅ | | ̅ |, the relationship
between ηα and Zsi shifts the viewpoint of a study from the material electronics focusing on the
electron and the hole behaviors to the electromagnetism with the field analysis on the substrate.
Therefore, the full wave EM simulators are applicable to the PV cell design.
In this dissertation, ηα and ηext are focused to enhance the total absorption efficiency of solar
cell substrate. The nanowire (NW) and branched nanowire (BNW) silicon PV with improved ηα
and ηext are discussed in Section 2.4. The full wave EM simulator modelings of NW and BNW
are introduced in Section 2.5.

2.3 Silicon PV Cell Parameters as a Circuit System
The PV cell parameters are quantified in terms of the power circuit. The external quantum
efficiency (EQE) is used to measure the efficiency of a PV cell. The output voltage of the PV
cell is logarithmically related to the operating current. The product of the output voltage and
operating current creates a power output. The IV curve shows the fill factor (FF) that is used to
calculate the PV cell efficiency. In this section, the PV cell parameters are introduced.
2.3.1 External Quantum Efficiency
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The EQE is defined as the ratio of the number of charge carriers extracted by the solar cell
to the number of incident photons of the incident solar wave [27]. The higher value of EQE
corresponds to the more current flowing. EQE is a function of wavelength because the number of
extracted electrons and incident photons are wavelength dependent. The equation of EQE and the
maximum and minimum values of EQE over the wavelength interest are below.

where ne(λ) is the number of extracted electrons and np(λ) is the number of incident photons. The
greater EQE means the higher value of current generation with the given incident energy. The
EQE of typical silicon PV cell is shown in Fig. 2-7. The actual silicon substrate has smaller EQE
than the ideal EQE due to the recombination of minority carriers. The values of EQE at short and
long wavelengths are small because the short wavelengths are absorbed by the front surface
recombination while the long wavelengths are absorbed by the rear surface recombination. The
waves in the medium range of wavelength penetrate the front surface and are absorbed by the
bulk of the silicon. The maximum and minimum values of the actual EQE in the wavelength of
interest are 93.4 % and 43.1 %, respectively.
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Fig. 2-7 External Quantum Efficiency

2.3.2 Silicon PV Fill Factor and Efficiency
The current created from the electron and hole pair is shown in Fig. 2-5. The short circuit
current flows when the front surface is connected to the rear surface. The short circuit current
density, Jsc is determined by the EQE and the incident photon flux density as shown below.
∫
where q is a charge of an electron. The PV cell is in the equilibrium state in the dark condition
and starts to operate once photons are incident to the front surface. The value of the current is
reduced when the load is connected at the terminal. There is a reverse current flowing created by
the output voltage at the load. The reverse current is called a dark current. The equivalent circuit
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of an ideal PV cell is shown in Fig. 2-8. The equation of ideal dark current density and load
current density are
(

)

(

)

where Jo is a reverse saturation current density, kB is the Boltzmann’s constant, T is the
temperature, and V is the output voltage.
The open circuit voltage is defined as the output voltage with an infinite load. The open
circuit voltage exists when there is no current flowing into the load, J sc=Jdark. Therefore, the
equation of open circuit voltage is
(

)

+

JSC

Vout
Jdark
-

Fig. 2-8 Equivalent circuit of an ideal PV cell
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The IV curve of a generalized PV cell is shown in Fig. 2-9. The relationship between the
current and voltage are shown with the power plot. Vmpp and Impp are the voltage and current
points resulting in the maximum power point. The fill factor (FF) is defined as a ratio of the
maximum power point (mpp) to the product of the ISC and VOC. The ideal value of FF is 1.

The efficiency of a solar cell is defined as the ratio of the maximum power point to the input
power. The equation of the PV efficiency is

ISC
Impp

22

Current (I)

P22
mpp

Voltage (V)
Fig.2-9 IV curve of general PV cell

Vmpp VOC
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2.4 Current State of Art on Nanostructured Silicon PV
2.4.1 Current State of Art
Nanoscale materials yield many benefits when used in PV and photoelectrochemical devices.
High performance nanomaterials enhance PV conversion efficiencies with potentially lower
material cost because either less material is needed or less expensive materials can be used.
Nanostructured PV materials that range from black silicon to NW to BNW as shown in Fig. 2-10
have been shown to have exceptional light trapping phenomena compared to conventional flat
surface topologies [28-30].
In conventional Si planar devices, for example, thick (>100 μm) high purity single-crystal Si
is required in order to maximize absorption of the incident solar radiation and achieve
sufficiently long minority carrier diffusion lengths (Ln). The result is that a large portion of the
cost of producing a crystalline Si PV module is associated with the production costs of the Si
wafers [31].

(a)
[1]

[2] (b)

(c)
[3]

Fig. 2-10 Evolution of nanostructured Si solar cells (a) black silicon (b) NW (c) BNW
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Flat substrate

Black silicon substrate

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2-11 Optical path length of (a) Flat substrate (b) Black silicon substrate
The black silicon is a pyramid-shape silicon surface structure generated by the surface
texturization. The structure yields higher absorption of the incident solar wave than the flat
silicon PV. The texturized silicon surface yields longer OPL of the incident light by causing
refraction with the finite value of an incident angle at the surface. It is shown in Fig. 2-11. The
black silicon substrate still has low ηex because of the silicon substrate thickness for long OPL.
NW and BNW are new technology to solve the problem of low electron extraction efficiency.
NW solar cells allow the use of less expensive materials with higher level of impurities and
crystalline defects due to its high absorption of the incident light [32]. NW arrays for PV
applications can achieve high absorption efficiency over a broad range of wavelengths and
angles of incidence. The works in [32][33] shows solar cells with a NW p-n junction obtains
both good optical absorption and short collection lengths to provide large improvements in
efficiency. The NW with high aspect ratio, long height and short diameter, yields long OPL that
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improves the optical absorption efficiency (ηα). Additional work also shows radial p-n junction
Si NW arrays where the NW length is long to maximize solar absorption while maintaining a
short junction length, comparable to the NW diameter, to enable efficient carrier extraction (ηext)
[34]. The work in [35] shows significant improvements in overall efficiency. The entire design of
Si NW arrays can be optimized to achieve peak external quantum efficiency of 0.89 using the
radial p-n junction, using only a 1/100th of the material of planar Si cells. The p-n junction in this
case is radial as shown in Fig. 2-12 (a). Maximizing efficiency requires that the wire array
provide high absorption and be sized for efficient carrier extraction.
Some recent focus on the light trapping aspects of Si NW have shown that there are various
design factors that enhance light trapping [36-40]. The first research in Si NW cells assumes that
light is incident from the end of the NW and thus trapped inside the NW. Subsequent research
showed significant absorption in NW arrays where the absorption increases at steeper angles of
incidence. This result provides a strong motivation to expect high efficiency from BNW
structures where some of the NW grow vertically and some NW grow horizontally to be able to
absorb light from a broad range of angles and solar wavelengths as shown in Fig. 2-12 (b). The
branches can serve as optical antennas and can significantly improve light harvesting in NW
array structures by providing more material per unit volume for light absorption and by
enhancing the scattering of light within the nanostructured surface which increases the effective
optical path length for light absorption [40].
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(a)
Fig. 2-12 PV cell structures of (a) NW (b) BNW

(b)

A number of studies have previously examined optical absorption in Si NW arrays. Some of
prior research in light absorption has been done experimentally. Most notably, a modeling study
in [41] demonstrated that Si NW arrays with a moderate filling factor have higher optical
absorption than a Si thin film of comparable thickness in the high-frequency regime but exhibit
reduced absorption at low frequencies due to a higher transmittance resulting from the small
extinction coefficient of Si. However, absorption in the low-frequency regime in Si NW arrays
can be significantly improved by employing light-trapping techniques.
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2.4.2 NW and BNW Fabrication
The vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) growth method is one of the representative methods to
fabricate BNW surfaces with well-controlled branch diameter, size and angle [42]. The VLS
process involves the use of metal particles, most typically gold, which forms a liquid eutectic
phase with Si at low temperatures (~360oC for Au-Si) [42]. Once the liquid becomes
supersaturated with Si, crystalline Si precipitates in the form of a wire whose diameter is
controlled by the size of the initial metal particle. Consequently, the VLS technique provides a
bottom-up fabrication route to form high density arrays of Si BNWs with well controlled wire
diameters and lengths.
An overall schematic of the BNW fabrication process is shown in Fig.2-13. Si NW trunks are
initially grown on patterned or unpatterned Si substrates via a chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
process using either SiCl4 or SiH4. The Si source is then switched out of the CVD reactor and
the wires are held at the growth temperature to diffuse the metal catalyst from the tip down the
wire sidewalls. The Si source gas is then switched back into the reactor to grow smaller diameter
NW “branches” off the sidewalls of the wire trunk. Alternatively, additional metal can be
deposited on the NW trunk sidewalls via sputtering for the growth of NW branches with bettercontrolled diameters. The fabrication of BNW sample is done by the fabrication lab of
Dr.Redwing in the Pennsylvania State University.
As described in Section 2.2.4, the full wave EM simulators are applicable to the PV cell
modeling study. In Section 2.5, the full wave EM simulators are introduced and NW and BNW
are modeled to be qualified as a useful PV simulator.
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SiCl4/SiH4

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Fig. 2-13 Schematic of BNW fabrication process (a) patterned substrate (b) VLS growth of Si
NW trunks (c) metal diffusion or deposition (d) VLS growth of Si NW branches
2.5 Electromagnetic Computational Design for PV with Silicon Branch NW
The full wave EM simulators support the results from the solutions of Maxwell’s equations
without any simplifying assumptions. The Maxwell’s equations are solved with the dimensions
and material characteristics of the structures and the boundary conditions. The full wave EM
simulators are applied to the silicon NW and BNW PV design and the accuracy of the results is
discussed in this chapter.
2.5.1 Maxwell’s Equations and Boundary Conditions
The EM waves with a specific resonant frequency yielding reflectivity, absorption, and
transmission generated by electric and magnetic field, charge, and currents are calculated by
Maxwell’s equations. The finite Differential Time Domain (FDTD) method and Finite Element
Method (FEM) are two representative EM computational simulation methods using Maxwell’s
equation. Time harmonic Maxwell’s equation is shown in Table 2-1 [43].
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Table 2-1 Time Harmonic Maxwell’s equation

The quantities are defined as follows:
̅ is the electric field intensity (V/m).
̅ is the magnetic field intensity, (V/m).
̅ is the electric flux density, (Coulombs/m2).
̅ is the magnetic flux density (Webers/m2).
̅ is the source electric current density (A/m2).
̅ is the conduction electric current density (A/m2).
̅̅̅̅ is the source magnetic current density (V/m2).
̅̅̅̅ is electric charge density (Coulombs/m2).
̅̅̅̅̅ is electric charge density, (Webers/m2).
The wave equations of an EM wave propagating in a material are derived from the
differential form of the Maxwell’s equations and are continuous in terms of electrical properties.
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Boundary conditions are applied to solve the partial differential equations (PDE) of the
Maxwell’s equation at the interface of two different media. The PDEs of the boundary conditions
on the entire fields for general cases are shown below.
̅

̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅

̅

̅

̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅

̅

̅

̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅

̅̅̅̅

̅

̅̅̅̅

̅

̅̅̅̅̅

The full wave EM simulators analyze the structures based on the dimensions, the material
characteristics, and the boundary conditions. The proper boundary conditions on the surfaces of
the structures bring accurate simulation results.

2.5.2 Full Wave EM Modeling Computational Simulation Tools
An excellent qualitative review of the EM computational simulation tools for nanowire (NW)
solar cells using Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) and Finite Element Method (FEM) is
provided in [44]. FDTD generates electric and magnetic equations in the unit lattice that is called
Yee’s lattice with tensorial grid by using finite difference method. Boundary conditions and
material characteristics determine the truncation condition and generate the incident wave
condition. The initial electric and magnetic fields are calculated based on the incident wave
condition and yield all electric and magnetic fields by time increment. This process is shown in
Fig. 2-14.
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Maxwell’s equations
Finite difference method

E and H equations in cell
Boundary condition and
material characteristics

Truncation condition
Incident wave condition

Initial E and H fields
Time increment

All E and H fields
(a)

(b)

Fig. 2-14 FDTD method (a) FDTD process (b) Yee’s lattice
FDTD requires external plotting tools and the structure image software because it has only
analysis function of structure. FDTD produces .dat file and .h5 file that are used for the structure
diagram view and result plots. Matlab and h5utils are used for results plotting and diagram
generation. A study in [45] used MIT electromagnetic equation propagation (MEEP), which is
one of FDTD tool, for the analysis of Si BNW structures.
FEM divides the unit structure into tetrahedrons which is called meshes, to calculate
Maxwell’s equations at the points and edges of the meshes. There is no limit of structure shape
because meshes can be generated from any structures. The initial meshes are generated based on
the solution frequency set by users and a parameter representing R, A, and T of the initial meshes,
S, is calculated. This process is repeated with new meshes divided from the initial meshes until
the difference between the values of S from two passes are smaller than Δ S determined by users.
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When this loop is over, plots are generated based on the values of S. The FEM algorithm is
shown in Fig. 2-15. The implementation of high frequency structure simulator (HFSS)
simulation that is a representative FEM tool for the flat PV is shown in [46]. Silicon BNW PV
cells design with MEEP and HFSS are compared through quantitative results of reflection and
absorption.
Adaptive initial Mesh Generation

Calculation of S from
the initial mesh
∆s>default ∆s

Additional mesh
generation and
calculation new
S-parameters

Calculation of ∆s
and comparing
to default ∆s
∆s<default ∆s

Finishing the mesh generation
Plotting based on the S-parameters

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2-15 FEM (a) Analysis Algorithm (b) Meshes
2.5.3 MEEP and HFSS Verification
The NW PV is an array with infinite number of regularly spaced nanotree. Modeling of
whole dimension of NW PV cell is an electrically large structure that is time consuming and
extremely expensive. A rectangular waveguide provides the behavior of an infinite periodic
structure with the symmetry of a unit cell [47]. The traditional rectangular waveguide suggests a
rectangular boundary of perfect electric conductor (PEC) walls around the unit cell. The image
effect of the PEC creates image structures around the walls as an object inside a room of mirrors
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on the four side walls. The images on the parallel to the direction of the electrical current
structure have the opposite direction from the original structure if the object is asymmetrical as
shown in Fig.2-16 (a). The full wave EM simulators are able to use perfect magnetic conductor
(PMC) walls for the radiation cell [48]. The images parallel to the original structure with PMC
walls have the same direction as the structure resulting in all in-phase replicated arrays.
Therefore, the current rectangular waveguide has the PEC and PMC walls on the surfaces
perpendicular to the E field and the H field as shown in Fig.2-16 (b).
The absorbing boundary condition (ABC) is assigned on the top of unit cell to result in the
infinite boundary condition. The ABC absorbs al EM field inside the unit cell to create infinite
boundary. The full wave EM simulators have their own boundary conditions to be used for the
periodic structure, but the basic principles agree to the ABC, PEC, and PMC boundaries. The
perfectly matched layer (PML) at the top and bottom of the unit cell plays a role of ABC in
MEEP. The “Periodic Boundary Condition” of MEEP repeats all E and H fields inside the unit
cell along to the given direction. Therefore, periodic boundary of MEEP has two PMLs at the top
and bottom of the unit cell and assign “Periodic Boundary Condition” with the direction of the
unit cell dimension.

PEC wall
PMC wall
Unit cell orientation

PEC wall
PMC wall
Unit cell orientation

(a)
(b)
Fig. 2-16 Effect of rectangular waveguide (a) traditional method (b) current method
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HFSS has unique periodic boundary condition, which is M/S boundary with Floquet port
M/S boundary of HFSS has the same function as the “Periodic Boundary Condition” of MEEP,
replicating all E and H fields in the unit cell. Floquet ports at the top and bottom of the unit cell
are the input port and output port respectively, and have a great absorption of the incident EM
wave [49]. The work of [45] verifies MEEP by modeling a structure from [41] and comparing
the results.
The authors in [41] used the transfer matrix method (TMM) to compare the flat silicon PV
film and NW PV surface. The thickness of PV film is 2.33 µm, and lengths of NWs are 1.16 µm,
2.33 µm, and 4.66 µm, respectively. The height of 2.33 µm is 5.8 λ with 750 THz frequency.
MEEP and HFSS NW PV unit cell with periodic structures are shown in Fig. 2-17. HFSS used to
show 3D MEEP design because MEEP does not offer 3D graphic user interface (GUI).

PEC

ABC

PMC

= 2.33 µm
PMC

PEC
1 µm

= 5.8 λ

1 µm

Fig. 2-17 NW PV unit cell with periodic structures
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Fig.2-18 Absorption comparisons of NWs with 1.16 µm, 2.33 µm, and 4.66 µm and film, and
reflection and transmittance comparisons of NWs with 2.33 µm and film (a) absorption from
TMM [37] (b) reflection and transmittance from TMM [37] (c) absorption from MEEP (d)
reflection and transmittance from MEEP (e) absorption from HFSS (f) reflection and
transmittance from HFSS
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MEEP simulation results and HFSS simulation results with the flat film and different lengths
of NWs are shown in Fig.2-18. MEEP and HFSS can be used for modeling PV substrate because
the results are well matched to the results from the TMM in the reference. The simulation results
from MEEP and HFSS are well-matched to each other, but still show small mismatches. The
difference between MEEP and HFSS results are caused by the different characteristics of the
boundary conditions from MEEP and HFSS. The ABC layer of HFSS has stronger absorption
than MEEP.
The time and memory usage of MEEP and HFSS are shown in Fig 2-19. The time usage of
MEEP and HFSS are similar to each other, but memory usage of HFSS is much greater than one
of MEEP. It is reasonable because FEM requires a lot of memory to generate meshes and to
analyze them, while FDTD uses memory to calculate Maxwell’s equations with finite difference
method and boundary conditions.
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(b)
Fig. 2-19 (a)The time usage of MEEP and HFSS and (b) memory usage of MEEP and HFSS
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2.5.4 MEEP and HFSS BNW Design Comparison
The results of BNW PV modeling with radial p-n junction, with the p-type c-Si and n-type
a-Si:H from MEEP and HFSS are compared. The values of n-type and n-type BNW radius was
determine by the equations from Section 2.2.4. The doping of n-type silicon and p-type silicon
which generate the smallest resistivity are selected. The doping concentrations from 1x1016 cm-3
to 1x1019 cm-3 ranges are practically calculated and 5x1018 cm-3 is selected as the p-type doping
concentration. The resistivity of p-type c-Si is about 0.015 Ω/cm. The resistivity of n-type a-Si:H
is about 100 Ω/cm with 1.5x1018 cm-3 doping concentration because the mobility of a-Si:H is 100
to 1000 times less than the one of c-Si [50].
The depletion width in p-type layer has about 10 nm and the minority carrier diffusion
length of electron is about 5.9x103 nm. The difference between radius of n-type NW and p-type
NW should be greater than the depletion width in n-type layer, about 0.9 nm. Therefore, the
radius of n-type NW and p-type NW are determined which satisfy the conditions above with the
highest efficiency.
The BNW has 10 µm heights, which is 25 λ with 750 THz frequency, 0.12 µm of outer
radius, 0.096 um of inner radius, 0.5 µm of branch length, 0.06 µm of outer branch radius, 0.048
µm of inner branch radius, 1 µm of branch spacing, and 9 branches. The design parameters of the
BNW is shown in Table 2-2. The BNW unit cell and periodic boundary condition of MEEP and
HFSS are shown in Fig. 2-20. The BNW modeling results of absorptions and reflections from
MEEP and HFSS are shown in Fig. 2-21. They are well matched, so MEEP and HFSS can be
used for BNW PV modeling.
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Table 2-2 Design Parameters of BNW
n-type
p-type

PEC

Radiustrunk (um) Radiusbranch (um)
0.12
0.06
0.096
0.048

ABC

0.5 µm

PMC

=
PEC

PMC

10 µm
= 25 λ

0.5 µm 0.5 µm
Fig. 2-20 BNW PV unit cell with periodic structures (a) MEEP (b) HFSS

Electromagnetic computational simulation tools such as MEEP and HFSS are useful to run
optical simulations as the results are well matched. MEEP is free FDTD software released by
Massachusetts Institute Technology (MIT), simple simulation tool, and low memory consuming
tool. However, MEEP requires external graphic interface and results plotting tools, while HFSS
offers 3D GUI and plots. HFSS is very accurate but consumes a lot of memory and expensive
because it is based on FEM.
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Fig. 2-21 BNW PV modeling results of (a) reflection and (b) absorption
2.6 Comparison Results from the Simulation and Measurement
In this section, several NWs and BNWs are simulated by HFSS and compared to the
practical measurement. HFSS is selected as a full wave EM simulator due to its strong ABC
boundary. The structure of BNW is suggested and measured by Dr. Chito Kendrick, from the
Pennsylvania state university.
The most challenging part of the simulation is the thickness of the substrate with 300 um that
must be considered for the reasonable absorption of incident light. An error of excessive memory
is occurred because 300 um length is from 300 to 1000 times greater than the wavelength of
solar wave. The ABC is used to solve this problem. thin substrate with ABC on the back side can
pretend to be a very thick substrate in terms of incident wave absorption. The incident wave on
the c-Si surface is reflected and the non-reflected wave is absorbed in the thin surface as ABC is
assigned in the back. The thickness of substrate is greater or equal to 1 λ of the solution
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frequency to have the absorption of one wavelength. The HFSS model of c-Si substrate with the
ABC boundary is shown in Fig. 2-22.

Air
c-Si

≥λ

Absolute
boundary
condition

300 um

Fig. 2-22 Thin substrate with ABC approximation to the thick substrate
The reflectivity of normal incident light is calculated by the equation below.

where Zc-Si and Zair are the intrinsic wave impedance of c-Si and air, respectively. The
reflectivity from HFSS simulation is compared to the calculated reflectivity and measured value
from Dr.Kendrick. It is shown in Fig. 2-23. The values of reflectivity from three different
methods are well matched to each other. This shows that the thin c-Si substrate with ABC can
play a role of 300 um thick c-Si substrate.
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Fig. 2-23 Comparison of optical reflectivity from HFSS simulation, measurement, and
calculation
Three cases of NW, planar, 19 μm, and 32.3 μm NW are compared as shown in Fig. 2-24.
The simulation results are compared in Fig. 2-25 and 2-26. The unit cell dimension is
, which is relatively larger electrical length than the previous structure, so HFSS is unable
to simulate the reflectivity below 680 nm wavelength. The HFSS simulation results reflect the
trend of the NW reflectivity well.
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Fig. 2-24 Unit Cell of NW structures (a) planar (b) 19 μm (c) 32.3 μm
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Fig. 2-25 Optical reflections of three different NW lengths from HFSS simulation
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Fig. 2-26 Optical reflections of three different NW lengths from measurement
For BNW design, the height and radius of trunk are 32.3 µm and 0.9 µm, respectively. The
spacing of the branches is 2 µm. The radius of branch is fixed as 0.075 µm. Another considerable
factor is the direction of branches. The direction of branch can go upward or downward, and it
affects on the reflection of the BNW. Upward direction of branch has 65˚ angle between the top
of trunk and branches, while there is 115˚ between the trunk and downward branches. There are
three different cases of branch direction: 100 % upward, 0 % upward, and 50 % upward. The
case of 100% upward means all branches have upward direction, while 0% means all branches
have downward direction. In the case of 50 % upward, the branch lines in each face of hexagonal
alternately have different directions alternatively. If one face has upward direction, the neighbor
faces have downward directions. Fifty % upward direction is selected for the simulation. A pure
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c-Si hexagon is used for the BNW instead of the p-n junction silicon cylinder for easier and
faster meshing.
The length of branch is a parametric factor of the simulation. The reflection of BNW with
longer branches is supposed to have less value of reflection because more dimension of branches
result in higher ηex. In this simulation, different lengths of branches are 1 µm, 3 µm, and 5 µm
lengths of branches as shown in Fig. 2-27.
The simulation results from different length of branches are compared to the reflectivity of
NW with the same height in Fig. 2-28. The results between 700 to 900 nm are shown because of
the memory limit. In most wavelengths, BNWs the longest length of branch have the smallest
reflection. The measurements of BNWs with 32.3 μm height and 0.9 μm radius NW with 0.075
µm radius and different length are shown in Fig. 2-29[51].
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Fig. 2-27 Unit Cell of BNW structures with different branch lengths (a) 1 µm (b) 3 µm (c) 5 µm
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Fig. 2-28 Optical reflections of three different branch lengths from HFSS simulation
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Fig. 2-29 Optical reflections of three different branch lengths from measurement
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The simulation results are not as well-correlated with the measurement results as the NW
results. The practical fabrication modeling has high irregularity in the direction, position, and
length of branches while HFSS has perfectly regular dimension of branches. The high
irregularity of the practical structure is the reason of the results mismatching. The HFSS models
and simulation result of different branch directions, 100 %, 50 %, and 0%, are shown in Fig. 230 and 2-31, respectively. It shows that 100 % upward branch direction causes from 60 to 76 %
error of reflectivity from 50% and 0% upward branch directions. In conclusion, considering the
irregularity of the BNW design is a future work for better correlation of the full wave EM
simulation and practical measurement.
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Fig. 2-30 Unit Cell of BNW structures with different branch directions (a) 100 % (b) 0 % (c) 50 %
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Fig. 2-31 Optical reflections of three different branch directions from HFSS simulation
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CHAPTER 3 DESIGN OF 60-GHZ ANTENNA ARRAY FOR MULTI-CHIP
COMMUNICATION
3.1 Introduction
The development of the high performance computing (HPC) systems requires a processor
with higher clock speed [9]. The enhanced clock speed results in the increased central processing
unit (CPU) power dissipation [10]. The design of multi-chip multi-core (MCMC) system is a
promising processor because of the low CPU power dissipation. The MCMC consists of two or
more than individual CPU cores with the capabilities of read and execute. The performance of
processor is more enhanced and the less power is consumed than the single core processor as
each core runs independently at the same time. The multiple cores operating for the parallel
processing are integrated to build a single chip, in a module of the massive data cluster.
The cores in a chip communicate to each other for the I/O data transfer by the physical wirebonding. Wire-bonding is broadly used wire interconnect method because of the advantages in
cost and flexibility. However, wire-bonding is not appropriate method for interconnect between
the small chips. The existence of wire connection causes parasitic inductance affecting on the
data communication. The wire is located at the edge of the chips for the efficiency of chip
packaging. The rate of the I/O pitch size reduction is less than the rate of chip size reduction,
which causes the mutual coupling capacitance between adjacent wires.
A millimeter wireless link for the data communication system is investigated to solve the
problems of the I/O pitch scaling down and the crosstalk between adjacent wires. In the
suggested system, nine cores are connected with wire-bonding and on-chip antenna is fabricated
on the center core, a router. The router does the wireless communication with other routers in
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neighbor group of cores. The low profile antenna operating at 60 GHz is selected for the 15% -10
dB reflection coefficient bandwidth, which enables about 20 Gbps data transfer [14]. The four
element array antenna design process, design results analysis, and the expected applications of
the reconfigurable on-chip antenna are discussed in this Chapter.
3.2 Current State of Art
The antenna for the wireless link is designed to transmit data to the horizontal direction with
enough bandwidth at 60 GHz. The antenna in package was selected for the candidate of the
MCMC antenna because it has benefits of the antenna efficiency over the antenna on chip [52].
Because high dielectric silicon chip located below the antenna dissipates propagating, the
antenna on chip has low efficiency. ground shielded metal and package on top of the antenna in
package prevent the energy dissipation and enhance wave propagation in the horizontal direction
[52][53]. An example of an aperture feed antenna in package profile is shown in Fig. 3-1 [54].
Patch
Antenna Cavity

Antenna GND
GND Via

Antenna Feed

GND
RFIC

Fig. 3-1 Antenna in Package profile [54]
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The low-profile antenna in package mounted on the ground plane generates an image current
source. The image current created by the perfect electric conductor (PEC) deteriorates the
original current source due to its opposite direction to the original antenna current source [43]. A
good solution for the image current effect is using perfect magnetic conductor (PMC) as the
ground plane that creates an identical directional image current source to the original antenna
current direction. An artificial magnetic conductor (AMC) that operates as a PMC at a specific
frequency is introduced [55].
The mushroom-like AMC layer consists of the dielectric substrate, periodic patches, and
vertical vias connecting the ground plane and patches as shown in Fig. 3-3 (a). The mushroomlike structure creates a parallel resonant circuit with inductance and capacitance, which creates
very high impedance near the resonant frequency [56]. The high impedance surface prevents the
surface wave propagation at the resonant frequency, which is similar to the property of PMC
layer. However, the mushroom-like AMC structure is in appropriate as the ground plane of the
low profile antenna due to its two disadvantages. First, the suppressed surface wave declines
wave radiation from the antenna on the mushroom-like AMC layer [56][57]. Second, the vias
between the patches and ground plane make the fabrication process more difficult. Another kind
of AMC layer is needed to be introduced to solve these problems. A periodically-patched AMC
layer involves the dielectric substrate, the periodic patches and the ground plane as shown in Fig.
3-2 (b) [57]. The impedance of the AMC layer around the resonant frequency is reduced because
inductance from the vertical vias is removed. The surface wave in the AMC layer is created,
enhancing the dielectric wave propagation through the substrate. The periodically-patched AMC
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is a simpler structure than the mushroom-like AMC layer structure because the vertical vias is
not fabricated.

+C<
L

+C-

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3-2 Profiles of (a) mushroom-like AMC layer and (b) periodically-patched AMC layer

The reflection phase on the patch of mushroom-like AMC layer and periodically-patched
AMC operating at 60 GHz are shown in Fig. 3-3. Both the mushroom-like AMC layer and
periodically-patched AMC layer shows 0˚ reflection phase, which means the current source and
the image current are in phase around 60 GHz.

Fig. 3-3 Reflection phases of mushroom-like AMC and periodically-patched AMC layer
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W

g

Patch
h
Ground

Fig. 3-4 Design parameters of AMC layer

The first step of the design procedure of the AMC layer is to determine the size of the
periodic patches on the AMC layer. After the design of AMC layer is complete, the antenna is
designed based on an AMC that provides a

reflection phase. The width of the patch, W, the

gap between the patches, g, and the substrate height, h, shown in Fig 3-4, determine the
reflection phase given plane wavepropagation toward the AMC layer.
The parameters W and g influence the capacitive behavior while h primarily influences the
inductive characteristics of the surface impedance. The table of dimension parameters from two
different materials is below, while W, g, and h are the width, gap, and height of the patch
[56][58]. They have the same values except the W and εr, which means that W is a function of εr.
Roger 3003 laminates [59] with εr= 3.1 and tanδ=0.002 was selected due to the stability of
dielectric constant over temperature and a low dissipation factor. The reflection phase of the
AMC layer is characterized using the rectangular waveguide simulator method in the finite
element analysis tool, HFSS [49]. The simulation setup in HFSS is presented in Fig. 3-5. The
waveguide simulator assumes a plane wave propagating at normal incidence in a unit cell with
perfect electric and perfect magnetic boundary conditions as shown in [48].
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Table III-1 Dimension parameters of AMC layer
#Reference
W
g
h
εr
[56]
0.12λ
0.02λ
0.04λ
2.2
[58]
0.10λ
0.02λ
0.04λ
2.94

PMC

Plane Wave
Excitation

PEC

PEC

PMC

Fig. 3-5 Waveguide simulator setup to predict values of reflection phase
The HFSS simulation result of the reflection phase verses the frequency with different W
with h=0.25 mm and g= 0.12 mm is plotted in Fig.3-6 [14]. The values of h and g are fixed by
the manufacturer and fabrication vender, respectively. The value of W is determined as 0.58 mm
because W=0.58 mm results in the 0˚ reflection phase.
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Fig. 3-6 Reflection phase of periodic-patch AMC layered ground plane

The antenna in package fabricated on the AMC layer is shown in Fig. 3-7. A single antenna
in package design on AMC layerfor MCMC system is introduced by Nobuki Hiramatsu and Hohsin Yeh [14][60].
Antenna

0.58mm

Patch
RO3003
0.4mm

0.12mm

0.13 mm
0.25 mm

Inner conductor
Ground

1.1 mm

Silicon

Fig. 3-7 Multi-chip multi-core system with wireless link antenna [14]
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Fig. 3-8 Two element array antenna [61]

Stronger directivity of the antenna to the other router is required to improve the performance
of the wireless communication. Two element array on the AMC layer creating stronger
directivity was introduced in [61][62]. The substrate material used is a hydrocarbon ceramic type
laminate, Rogers 4003, which enables the copper-plated through hole generation [63]. The
chemical wetting process is not required before producing the copper-plated through hole vias.
The dielectric constant and tanδ are 3.55 and 0.0027 s/m, respectively. The dimensions of the
two element array on AMC layer is shown in Fig. 3-8 [61]. The gain of the antenna was
enhanced about 5 dBi in the horizontal direction. The overall diagram of multi-chip
communication system with two element array is shown below.
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Fig. 3-9 Overall multi-chip communication system with two element array
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TX

RX

Fig. 3-11 Wireless link communication system

The simulation performance of two element array comparison with reflection coefficient
measurement and the measurement setup along with the probe station are shown in Fig. 3-10
[61]. The reflection coefficient comparison plot shows well-matched input impedance at 60 GHz
with a reasonable -10 dB bandwidth.
The wireless link performance needs to be calculated to quantify the efficiency of antennas.
The wireless link communication system is shown in Fig. 3-11. The circuit of TX and RX
contain the amplifier circuits to recover the loss caused by the path link. The quantifying process
starts with the Friis equation showing the relationship between the antenna power, antenna gain,
and path loss due to the distance between antennas [62].
|

|

|

|

(

)

In this equation, |S11|t = |S11|r and Gt = Gr if TX and RX are identical antennas. The
simplified equation is

|

|

(

)

The dB scale of the equation (3.2) introduces a new antenna performance parameter as
shown below.
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PRE is the power loss created by the wireless link path to be recovered by the amplifiers in
TX and RX circuits [13]. The lower value of PRE achieves the higher efficiency of wireless
system. Another quantity including the bandwidth of the antenna, budget, is introduced as
(

|

|

(

)

)

The wireless system with low PRE and high bandwidth results in low budget. The value of
PRE is related to the gain of the antenna while the budget is influenced by the bandwidth. The
gain and the bandwidth of several antennas including single and two element array AMC
antennas are in Table 3-2 The PRE and Budget of the antennas in Table 3-2 are shown in Fig. 312 [61][62]. A new antenna with lower PRE and Budget than the values in Fig. 3-12 is designed
in next section.

Reference

Table 3-2 Gain and bandwidth of current state of art
Antenna Type
Gain (dBi)
Bandwidth (GHz)

[63]

CMOS Yagi

-8

10

[54]

Off-Chip Bondwire

-3.2

3

[65]

Off-Chip Yagi

6

2

[14]

Single AMC Antenna

-0.5

13

[61]

Two Array AMC Antenna

5

11

PRE, dB
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Fig. 3-12 Wireless link performance of current state of art comparison (a) power loss required to
be recovered (b) budget
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3.3 Reconfigurable four element array for MCMC system
The reconfigurable antennas are promising technology to extend the application of a single
antenna system in terms of the operating frequency and the radiation pattern. The antenna
reconfigurability of the operating frequency with constant radiation patterns are shown in [67][69]. One of the pattern reconfigurable antenna is the smart antenna that is a phased array
antenna with antenna beamforming system [66]. The smart antenna is able to produce variable
radiation patterns. However, adding and developing the antenna beamforming system is
uneconomical. The pattern reconfigurable square spiral microstrip antenna is introduced, which
uses switched connections between antenna and additional parts, the shorting pin and opened line
[70]. The reconfigurable antenna with the radio frequency micro-electro-mechanical system (RFMEMS) is introduced in [71]. The switching antenna power in the array antenna is used for the
antenna reconfigurability in this dissertation.
Two element array restricts the possible communication directions into one way as shown in
Fig. 3-9. The router 1 has strong wireless communication with the router 4 but the wave
directivities to the router 2 and router 3 are small. A router is supposed to communicate to all
adjacent routers with strong and clear signal communication. The expected wireless
communication diagram is shown in Fig. 3-13. A single antenna might be enough to
communicate with the other four routers in orthogonal direction because the distance is shorter.
However, fabricating four pairs of two element array and four single antennas is detrimental
solution because of the fabricating cost and huge power consumption. An effective array-antenna
orientation resulting in optimized gain in all directions is required.
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Fig. 3-13 Expected gain pattern of a router to the neighbor routers
The design considerations of the MCMC antenna are suggested in [14]: the chip integration,
the radiation pattern in the horizontal direction, and 15% 10 dB bandwidth over 60 GHz. In
addition, the PRE and Budget of the antenna must be lower than the existing antennas. The
reconfigurable four element array creates reasonable directions of radiation pattern by the
combinations of two antennas. The appropriate AMC layer design produces a horizontal
radiation pattern and broad bandwidth. The dimension of antennas determines resonant
frequency and matches input impedance. The direction and value of combined radiation pattern
from two antennas are influenced by the location of antennas, including the orientation and
distance between the antennas. In this dissertation, gain pattern is plotted to demonstrate the gain
and radiation pattern together. The expected gain pattern created by two antennas is shown in Fig.
3-14.
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Fig. 3-14 Gain pattern created from two identical antennas
The appropriate orientation of four antennas creates the wave propagation in eight directions.
The individual antennas are expected to create the orthogonal direction of data communication
while the two pairs of antenna are designed to produce the wave propagation to the routers in the
four diagonal corners. Two cases of antenna orientations, the ring shape and star shape four
antennas are suggested in Fig. 3-15. The antenna directivity is the direction of the maximum
intensity radiated.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3-15 Four antenna orientations (a) ring shape (b) star shape
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3.4 Comparison of four Antennas Arrays on AMC layer with the Ring Shape and with the
Star Shape
3.4.1 Antenna Separation Factor Determination
The four element array operates with the combinations of two antennas. The array antenna
on AMC layer consists of four identical folded-monopole antennas. The antennas are located
above the AMC layer with the vertical feeding vias. Distance between the feeding points of each
antenna component determines the radiated electric field of the array system. It is called a
separation factor. The four element antennas array in the spherical coordinate system of ring and
star shape orientation are shown in Fig. 3-16.
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(b)
Fig. 3-16 Four element antennas array in the spherical coordinate system of (a) ring (b) star
There are several assumptions to calculate the accurate separation factor. It is assumed that
all antennas are isotropic and isolated while the antennas are on XY plane. Two operating
antennas are antenna A and antenna B. The two feeding points of antenna A and B in Fig. 3-16
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(a) and (b) are assumed to be equal to each other. The maximum directivity of two directional
antennas of the ring and star orientations are expected to be located at ϕ = 135 ˚ and ϕ = 225 ˚,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 3-16. The distance from the origin to the feeding points of antenna
A and B are equal to each other. The general electric field equation of two-array identical
antenna is shown below [66].

̅

|̅|

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅ [

|̅|

|̅|
|̅|

]

The far-field approximations assuming the directional vectors are parallel to each other are
applied to the equation to simplify the problem as shown in Fig. 3-17.
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Fig. 3-17 Far-field approximation (a) ring (b) star
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Fig. 3-18 Far field vector simplification
The directional vector is used for the phase of exponential function and the amplitude of the
E-field. The far-field approximations of phase and amplitude term are respectively,
|̅|
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(3.6)

√

√

| ̅|

̅|. The detail figure of the vector simplification is

shown in Fig. 3-18.
The approximations of (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8) are applied, (3.5) is re-written as
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]
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According to Euler’s Transfer, (3.10) and (3.11) are reduced to,
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

̅

| ̅|

(

| ̅|

)

√

when k=2π/λ.
The value of θ is fixed as 90˚ because the antennas are on XY plane. The equation (3.10) is
simplified as below.

̅

The array factor (AF),

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

| ̅|
| ̅|

(

√

(

√

)

) , determines the maximum gains and nulls

of the array antenna. Because the AF calculation is based on the assumption that the antennas are
isotropic, the locations maximum gain from the calculation includes the maximum directivity of
the directive array antenna. The plot of AF with ϕ = 45˚, 135˚, 225˚, and 315˚ along to the
distance of antenna feeding points are shown in Fig. 3-19. The AF has maximum directivity and
nulls when ϕ = 45˚ and 225˚, and ϕ = 135˚ and 315˚, at distance is 2.5 mm, which is λ/2. The
results of maximum directivity include the star orientation, but the maximum directivity of ring
orientation is not included. In conclusion, with the separation factor of λ/2, star orientation shows
better performance than the ring orientation. It is verified with HFSS in next section. Another
approach is shown in the Appendix A.
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Fig. 3-19 Array factor plots along to the distance between the antenna feeding points
3.4.2 Gain Patterns of Four Element array from Ring and Star Orientation
The HFSS, a 3D EM simulation tool, is used to plot the directive gain patterns of four
element array with the ring and the star orientation. Fig.3-20 shows the dimension of array
antennas from two orientations used for the simulation. The dimensions of AMC layer and
antennas are from dissertation of Hohsin Yeh [13].

Directivity
Feeding point

w=0.6604 mm
G=0.12mm

6.12 mm
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D
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 3-20 Simulated dimensions of four element array from (a) ring and (b) star orientation
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The gain patterns with one antenna-on three antennas-off and with two antennas-on two
antennas-off are plotted. Antenna A is on for the single antenna excitation and antenna A and B
are on for the two antennas excitation. It is expected that the maximum gain of a single antenna
excitation is at ϕ = 180˚ and two antennas excitation is at ϕ = 225˚. The shape of the gain pattern
of the four element array with one antenna-on is expected to be different from the single antenna
because E-field interacts with other antennas and feeding vias. The interaction effect of the other
antennas is expected to be greater in the star orientation because a feeding via of an antenna is
placed at the direction of the maximum directivity. The location of each antenna in the ring
orientation at the center point is asymmetric, while the star orientation is symmetric. The
asymmetric structure of ring orientation possibly deteriorates the antenna radiation pattern in the
expected direction. The ring orientation has less obstacles then the star orientation structurally.
The positions of feeding points in the ring orientation are the same as the star orientation, with
λ/2 spacing factor.
Fig. 3-19 shows the gain patterns of the single and the two antennas from the ring and the
star orientations. The asymmetric structure of the ring orientation causes declined gain in the
expected direction, while the feeding via of antenna C generates a radiation null at ϕ=180˚ as
shown Fig. 3-21 (a). The gain shape of ring orientation is asymmetric while the star orientation
has a symmetric shape of gain. The symmetric structure of the antenna system results in a better
antenna gain as shown in Fig. 3-19 (b). The gain of two antennas from both the ring orientation
and star orientation have the maximum gain at ϕ=225˚. The gain value of star orientation is more
than 3 dB greater than the ring orientation.
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Fig. 3-21Gain patterns of (a) single and (b) two antennas from the ring and star orientations
Table 3-3 Values and directions of four element array antenna gain
Orientation
Excitation
Maximum gain (dBi)
aximum angle ( )
Ring
One antenna
2.54
224
Two antennas
2.51
227
Star
One antenna
4.19
220, 140
Two antennas
7.23
225

3.5 Four Elements Antennas Array Design
3.5.1 Initial Patch and Antenna Design
The patch dimension of the AMC layer is determined by HFSS simulation resulting in 0˚
reflection phase. The unit cell of the AMC layer with the rectangular waveguide simulator is
shown in Fig. 3-22. The values of g and h are fixed as 0.12 mm and 0.203 mm as described in
previous section. The HFSS simulation results of reflection phase with different W are shown in
Fig. 3-23. The value of W is determined with 56 mm.
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With the initial dimension of the AMC patch, the antenna dimension operating at 60 GHz is
determined. The on-chip antenna is a folded monopole antenna consisting of the vertical feed
and the printed board. The top view and profile of four element array with the dimension of the
AMC layer is shown in Fig. 3-24.
The antennas on the AMC layer are folded monopole antennas, including the feeding wire
and printed board. It is different from the planar inverted F antenna (PIFA) because the shorting
strip is removed. The dimension of folded monopole is determined by

when h1 and h2 are the height of RO4003 overlapped to the feeding vias, and λd is the resonant
wavelength with the dielectric superstrates [13]. The values of h1 and h2 are 0.203 mm as shown
in Fig. 3-23. The initial values of antl and antw are 0.4 mm and 0.75 mm, respectively. The gain
pattern and input impedance of the four antenna array are shown in Fig. 3-25 and 3-26,
respectively.
Antenna

C
0.12 mm

antl

Patch
RO4003

antw

D

B

0.203 mm

Inner conductor
Ground

5.32 mm

0.203 mm

0.203 mm

Silicon

A
0.56 mm

5.32 mm

(a)
(b)
Fig. 3-24 Four antenna array with the dimension of the AMC layer (a) top view (b) profile
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Fig. 3-26 Input impedance of four array antenna with the initial values of W, antl, and antw
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3.5.2 Antenna Tuning Process
The values of gain and input impedance are 5.47 dB and 16.40-j38.89 Ω, respectively. The
gain of four element array is better than the gain of a single antenna; however, the input
impedance is not matched well. The antenna is needed to be tuned to a larger dimension because
resonance region of the input impedance plot is higher than 60 GHz, as shown in Fig. 3-26. It is
because four antennas fabricated on the AMC layer create the interaction between the antennas
and patches, which causes the mismatch of input impedance and gain. The parametric study is
required to design an on-chip antenna with a reasonable directional gain pattern and wellmatched input impedance at 60 GHz.
All parameters, W, antl, and antw impact on both of gain and impedance matching but there
are majority effects of antenna parameters on each antenna characteristic. The dimension of
patch determines the characteristics of the AMC layer, which mainly relates to the directive gain
pattern at the resonant frequency. The antenna dimensions are the main factors to determine the
resonant frequency and input impedance. The tuning is conducted with the order of W, antl, and
antw with the assumption that other factors have less effect on the other antenna parameters to
simplify the process. The criteria to select the optimized value of W, antl, and antw are in the
order of strength of the impact on antenna characteristics. The first step of optimization is finding
the reasonable value of W creating an appropriate gain pattern. Three cores are located in one
side of a chip and the length is 20 mm. The width of one core, W core, is the maximum of 6 mm
that is the limit of the value of W. The value of Wcore has minimal limit to let the antennas be
located on the AMC layer to create an appropriate antenna operation. The minimum value of W
is 0.47 mm with antl = 0.75 mm. The value of W still requires enough margins for larger antl
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because larger values of antl than 0.75 mm will be swept. The maximum value of W is 0.65 mm
due to the limit of Wcore, 6 mm. The gain and S11 with two antennas-on (antenna A and antenna B)
are measured with several values of W from 0.6 mm to 0.65 mm as shown in Table 3-4. The
value of gain is less than 5 dB with W is 0.6 mm and 0.63 mm. W is determined as 0.65 mm
because it has the maximum S11 among all W with the gain greater than 5 dB.
Table 3-4 Parametric study of antenna characteristics with W
WCore (mm)
W (mm) S11 (dB)
Input impedance (Ω) Gain 2Antennas @225° (dBi)
5.64
0.6
-3.23
16.59+j42.54
4.84
5.72
0.61
-3.2
15.75+j42.42
5.61
5.8
0.62
-2.8
13.66+j43.08
5.73
5.88
0.63
-2.96
15.47+j44.98
4.51
5.96
0.64
-3
15.5+j45.27
5.57
6.04
0.65
-3.37
17.67+j47.24
5.47
The antenna dimension is optimized with the selected W. The longer values than the initial
antl are swept because the resonant frequency needs to be shifted down. The value of antl is less
than 1.5 mm not to exceed the area of AMC layer. The antl is parameterized from 0.75 mm to
1.35 mm to give enough margins from the edge of AMC layer. The values of W and ant w are
fixed as 0.65mm and 0.4 mm. The parameter study results are shown in Table 3-5.
The antenna impedance is well-matched to 50 Ω around the range of antl from 0.95 mm to
1.05 mm. The minimum S11 is -21.98 dB with antl = 1 mm. The gain of array antenna is
proportional to the value of antl that is greater or equal to 0.9 mm. The gain of array antenna with
1 mm of antl is 7.06 dB while the antenna with 1.35 mm antl has 8.38 dB. The value of antl is
determined as 1 mm because antl is tuned for the 50 Ω input impedance matching of antenna.
The optimized value of antw is 0.4 mm from the parametric study of antw as shown in Table 3-6.
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Table 3-5 Parametric study of antenna characteristics with antl, when W = 0.65 mm
antl (mm)
S11 (dB)
Input impedance (Ω) Gain 2Antennas @225° (dBi)
0.75
-3.37
17.69+j47.24
5.47
0.8
-4.07
25.07+j54.43
5.14
0.85
-5.37
43.01+j60.15
4.88
0.9
-7.92
67.72+38.18
5.03
0.95
-12.67
58.5+j15.83
5.82
1
-21.98
56.88+j7.83
7.06
1.05
-18.82
44.96-j4.73
7.65
1.1
-12.67
33.1-j5.44
7.87
1.15
-9.76
26.02-j1.87
8.23
1.2
-8.33
22.5-j0.1
8.34
1.25
-7.32
19.89+j1.52
8.27
1.3
-6.48
17.89+j3.76
8.32
1.35
-6.03
16.74+j4.93
8.38
Table 3-6 Parametric study of antenna characteristics with antw when W = 0.65 mm and
antl = 1 mm
antw (mm) S11 (dB) Input impedance (Ω)
Gain 2Antennas @225° (dBi)
0.4
-21.98
56.88+j7.83
7.06
0.5
-21.48
58.62+j9.09
7.3
0.6
-20.2
60.85+j11.16
7.57
0.7
-17.49
66.11+j14.82
7.56
0.8
-15.4
73.8+j16.56
7.61
0.9
-13.96
80.07+j20.49
7.53
1
-12.39
91.45+j22.93
7.4
The possible values of antw are 0.4 mm, 0.5 mm, and 0.6 mm by considering input
impedance and the gain at 225˚. The value of antw is determined with 0.4 mm due to the
impedance matching.
The value of antl was selected based on the input impedance matching, but the gain also can
be the criteria to determine antl from Table 3-8. The antenna gain is greater than 8 dB when antl
is between 1.15 mm and 1.35 mm. Antl is set with 1.2 mm which is the best input impedance
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matched with the gain greater than 8 dB. It is assumed that antw is swept to match the input
impedance. The sweeping results show that 1 mm of antw shows the maximum gain at 225˚ and
matched input impedance.
Table 3-7 Parametric study of antenna characteristics with antw when W = 0.65 mm and
antl = 1.2 mm
antw (mm)
S11 (dB)
0.4
-8.33
0.5
-9.96
0.6
-11.78
0.7
-14.11
0.8
-17.29
0.9
-21.85
1
-29.52

Input impedance (Ω) Gain 2Antennas @225° (dBi)
22.5-j0.1
8.34
26.29+j1.79
8.36
30.12+j3.69
8.33
34.82+j5.58
8.31
40.28+j7.44
8.2
47.36+j8.33
8.16
56.23+j7.49
8.01

3.6 Results Analysis
The design tuning results are shown in Table 3-8. Both of cases show appropriate values of
combined gain and input impedance while case 2 shows better performance than case 1. The size
of fabricated antenna array in case 1 is smaller than case 2. Case 1 has better one-antenna-gain
than case 2. The gain of the final four array antenna and one antenna are shown in Fig. 3-27.
Both show great directivity in the expected direction with two antennas-on while one antenna
gain of case 2 is deteriorated. It is due to the greater interference between the antenna and
patches caused by the larger dimension of antenna.
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Fig. 3-27 Directive gain pattern of case 1 and case 2 (a) two antennas-on (b) one antenna-on
Table 3-8 Results comparison of case 1 and case 2
Case 1
Case 2
W (mm)
0.65
0.65
antl (mm)
antw (mm)
Gain 1 Antenna @ 180° (dBi)
Gain 2 Antenna @ 225° (dBi)
Bandwidth (GHz)
Input Impedance (Ω)
S11 (dB)

1

1.2

0.4
1.8
7.06
19

1
-0.18
8.01
30

56.88+j7.83

56.23+j7.48

-21.98

-29.52

The reflection coefficient plots of case 1 and case 2 are shown in Fig. 3-28. The bandwidths
of two cases are greater than 10 GHz that is 15 % bandwidth of 60 GHz antenna.
The input impedance of case 1 and case 2 are shown in Fig. 3-29. Both of the input
impedances are close to 50 Ω.
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Fig. 3-28. Input impedance of (a) case 1 (b) case 2
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Fig. 3-29 Reflection coefficients of case 1 and case 2
The wireless link budget denotes the efficiency of case 1 and case 2 as shown in Fig. 3-30.
The values of PRE and Budgets of case 1 and case 2 are improved compare to Fig. 3-12. The
power recovered of one antenna-on of the case 1 is lower than case 2 because of the lower gain.
The case 2 with two antennas-on shows better PRE than case 1. The Budget considering the
bandwidth of S11 shows case 2 has more efficient antenna than case 1 due to the wider bandwidth.

PRE, dB
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Fig. 3-30 Wireless link performance comparison (a) power loss required to be recovered (b)
budget
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CHAPTER 4 GENERALIZATION OF VHF ZIGZAG ANTENNA

4.1 Introduction
There has been increased interest in monitoring the potential effects of environmental
pollutants and global warming on the Earth. One way to quantify the potential effects of these
factors are to measure the rate of habitat decline of animal species most impacted. The data
analysis of the animal behaviors can help monitor the current surroundings of habitats where the
animals live. A wildlife tracking system is the starting point of the animal behavior research.
A wildlife tracking system should use antennas that do not interfere with the natural
behavior of the animal. An appropriate candidate antenna should be low-profile, have omnidirectional beam coverage in the horizontal direction, and adequate bandwidth performance [72].
The radio system can be relatively low data rate compared to commercial handheld wireless
systems used for human point-to-point communications. The wildlife tracking systems work in
remote areas and cannot rely on an existing cellular infrastructure.
One possible wildlife tracking system is a commercial wireless system used for training dogs
for recreational hunting. There is a substantial commercial market for wireless systems to keep
track of hunting dogs in a forested region, Fig. 4-1 [73]. The communication system uses one
device with a monopole antenna worn on the dog collar. Another handheld device is used by the
owner. The collar worn system consists of two antennas and corresponding radio systems; one is
a GPS (receive only) system that obtains the correct location of the dog, and the other is a
terrestrial system that transmits the location information to the handset of the owners. One link
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will be referred to as the GPS link while the other is the ground link. The design of the antenna
for the GPS link is not a challenge, since GPS antennas are small and widely available.

GPS Link: Receive Only
L1, L2 & L5 Frequencies.

Ground Link Full-Duplex
Frequency Agile.

Fig. 4-1 Model of animal tracking system with dog collar and handheld
Selecting the operating frequency of the antenna is the first step to set up the design of the
low profile wearable antennas for the ground link. The frequency for the ground link should not
be near GPS frequencies to avoid the interference with GPS signals. Low frequency signals are
only slightly affected by the external natural surroundings in a forested environment such as trees
and other large obstacles and have longer wave propagation distance [74]. The attenuation of
signals in a forest increase when the operating frequency increases. It is shown in Fig. 4-2 (which
is listed in dB/meter) [75]. A wearable antenna operating at a relatively low frequency is selected
for the ground link of the animal tracking system because natural environments have a lot of
natural objects that significantly interfere with wave propagation at higher frequencies.

Attenuation, dB/m
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Fig. 4-2 Wave attenuation in forested regions as a function of frequency
Multi-Use Radio Service (MURS) band is used for the operating frequency of the tracking
system. In the USA, MURS requires no licensing and frequency coordination; hence it is a
simple and cost-effective solution. The MURS consists of five VHF frequencies as depicted in
Table 4-1 [76].

Table 4-1 MURS frequency designation
MURS Frequencies (MHz) Authorized Bandwidth (kHz)
151.82
11.25
151.88
11.25
151.94
11.25
154.57
20
154.6
20
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One potential solution for VHF wearable animal collar antennas is the zigzag antenna. The
characteristics of the zigzag antenna are similar to the ones of a monopole antenna because the
zigzag antenna is designed by meandering the monopole antenna. Zigzag antennas are wire
antennas that have successive bends, with practical operating frequencies from 3MHz to 3GHz
[77]. The overall wire length is similar to monopole wire length, but the antenna height is more
compact [78]. An example zigzag antenna is shown in Fig. 4-3 [79].

Fig. 4-3 Upright zigzag antenna [79]
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The wearable zigzag antenna is different from the upright zigzag antenna in that it is curved
and integrated into collars. The collar integrated zigzag antenna is easy to wear, safe from impact
with objects, and stably fixed on the body of animals. The proposed zigzag antenna placed
around a phantom dielectric cylinder that represents the animal body is shown in Fig. 4-4. The
result is a shortened monopole antenna that will include a ground plane and shorting strip to
create suitable impedance matching. The final antenna is curved and flexible in order to fit
within the confines of a collar, and works in the presence of the animal’s body. The meandering
antenna to the zigzag shape and placing the antenna structure nearby the body phantom of the
animal are modeling challenges. The design procedure of wearable zigzag antenna mounted on
animal collars to be used for tracking their movements is introduced in [3].

103.83 mm

Fig. 4-4 Collar integrated zigzag antenna
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The zigzag antenna in this work consists of a small ground plane, upright part length of
antenna, the number of pieces of the zigzag, and the overall radius of curvature on the animal
neck. A small black circuit box that houses the transceiver on the collar is treated as a small
ground plane. The upright part length of antenna, angle and number of zigzag are factors to be
determined for optimized zigzag antenna design.
4.2 Zigzag Antenna Design Process
The wearable VHF zigzag tracking antenna possibly has broad applications, house cats,
golden tamarins, people, or polar bears. The design process of the zigzag antenna needs to be
generalized to be applied to other applications. Small ground effect, meandering the antenna to
the zigzag shape, and T-matching methods are the common design area of all applications with
different dimension of body phantoms. In this Section, the common design steps of zigzag
antenna are generally analyzed.
4.2.1 Small Ground Effects
The infinite ground plane impacts the radiated waves from the monopole antenna by image
effects [11]. The typical directivity of the monopole antenna with an infinite ground plane is
about 5.23 dB. To quantify the effect of a small ground plane, a sample structure is modeled by
computational simulation, high frequency structural simulation (HFSS) from Ansys Co. [49].
The dimensions of the ground plane, as shown in Fig. 4-1, are 75 x 45 mm2 is considered. The
monopole antenna is 473 mm and placed on the small ground plane as shown in Fig. 4-5. The
plots of return loss are shown in Fig. 4-6, and simulation results are in Table 4-2.
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Fig. 4-5 Monopole antenna on the small ground plane
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Fig. 4-6 Return loss of monopole antenna on the small ground plane and infinite ground
plane
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Table 4-2 Antenna characteristics of the monopole antenna on an infinite and a small
ground plane
Infinite ground
Small ground
Resonant frequency (MHz)
153
153
Return loss (dB)
-14.71
-15.46
Input impedance (Ω)
35.25+j5.36
36.43+j5.38
Directivity (dB)
5.23
2.95

The return loss is dB scale of the reflection coefficient. The equation of reflection coefficient
is

where Zantenna and Zport are the impedance of antenna and input port, and V+ and V- are the
voltage of input wave and reflected wave. If the input impedance of antenna and input port are
well matched, there is no reflected wave, so reflection coefficient is close to 0, which means very
small return loss.
The radiation patterns of monopole antenna on aninfinite ground plane and small ground
plane are shown in Fig. 4-7.
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4.2.2 Meandering the Antenna to the Zigzag Shape
Meandering is the key point of the zigzag antenna design. The meandering antenna design
lists are,


The length of the straight section of the antenna.



The angle of the zigzag piece.



The number of the zigzag and the dimensions of the zigzag.

The number and the dimensions of zigzag can be determined when the specific application of
the zigzag antenna is known. Therefore, the last factor is discussed in the Section 4.3. In this
section, the general design factors are described.
Determining the starting point of the meandering zigzag is the initial procedure of the upright
zigzag antenna design. Some length of straight wire is required before the zigzag sections begin
because meandering the wire antenna around the input port affects the resonant frequency by
creating capacitance. The components of the upright zigzag antenna are shown in Fig. 4-8. The
length of the straight section is L1, the width and length of single bent section are W2 and L2,
respectively, and N is the number of bends.
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α

W2

α : Angle of Zigzag
N : # of Zigzag
W2 : Width of Antenna2
L2 : Length of Antenna2
L1 : Length of Antenna1
L2
L1

Fig. 4-8 Geometry of an upright zigzag antenna
All components are related to each other as shown below because the total length of the
antenna is constant. The total length of the antenna is λ/4, where λ is the wavelength at 153
√

(a)

(b)
(c)
Fig. 4-9. Four antennas with different L1 and N=1

(d)

(a) L1 =0 (b) L1 =L/10=47.3 mm (c) L1 =L/5=94.6 mm (d) L1 =L/2=236.52 mm

Hz.
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Table 4-3 Comparison of simulation results from four zigzag antennas with
different L1
L1 (mm)
Input impedance (Ω)
Electric field at Top (V/m)
Electric field at Feed (V/m)

0
7.74-j61.72
3.74E+04
1.74E+04

47.3
10.55-j50.75
2.71E+04
1.36E+04

94.6
13.66-j45.61
2.00E+04
1.23E+04

236.52
23.51-j29.88
8.79E+03
1.20E+04

A short L1 can give more pieces of zigzags, yet the antenna has a large value of capacitive
impedance. The suitable value of L1 is determined by a parametric study using HFSS. Zigzag
antennas with different L1 are shown in Fig. 4-9, and the input impedance values and the
electrical field values measured at the top and feed point of zigzag antennas with different L1 are
shown in Table 4-3 The design with zero L1 shows a large capacitive input impedance. The
values of electric field strength at top and feed point of antennas decrease as L1 increased. The
value of L/10 is used as the L1.
Folding the monopole antenna wire into a zigzag antenna causes coupling capacitance
between the adjacent pieces of the antenna. Introduction of additional capacitance in the zigzag
antenna creates a negative reactance at the resonant frequency of the straight monopole antenna.
The capacitance between the antenna pieces is determined by electric field distribution of
antenna as the equation below [26]. The coupling capacitance creates a negative reactance
because there are other induced electromagnetic fields.
|

|

∫̅ ̅
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Table 4-4 Antenna characteristics with different angles of zigzag
α (˚)
30
60
90
Input impedance (Ω)
4.33-j85.27 10.55-j50.75 19.03-j26.18
Height of antenna (mm)
157.49
260.17
348.34
Electric field at Top (V/m)
3.08E+04
2.71E+04
1.22E+04
Electric field at Feed (V/m)
2.09E+04
1.36E+04
1.04E+04
The angle of the zigzag is another key factor to determine. Small angles reduce the total
height of the antenna, but the capacitance between the wires increases. A mid-range value of
angle is desired to strike a balance between the coupling capacitance and total height of antenna.
A parametric study using HFSS shows the change of antenna characteristics and the height of the
antenna, while the angle changes. The change of the antenna height and the antenna
characteristics are shown in Table. 4-4. The values of E field on the top and feed point of antenna
are reduced as the angle increase because the coupling capacitance is reduced. The input
impedance mismatch caused by relatively small values of L1 and the angle is compensated for
using input impedance matching methods discussed in the next section.
4.2.3 Antenna Input Impedance Matching Methods
Meandering the monopole antenna into a zigzag antenna and integrating it on the body of
animal creates the input impedance mismatch compared to a 50 Ω feed line. Simple, low cost,
and rugged matching methods are desired for the utilization in the cold and wet natural
environments. In general, the goal is to match the input impedance at the antenna port to 50 Ω
over a relatively narrow frequency band around 153 MHz. Two input impedance matching
methods, length tuning and T-matching, are introduced in this section.
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Table 4-5 Antenna characteristics of 473.04 mm and 513.3 mm monopole antennas
Height (mm)
473.04
513.3
Resonant frequency (MHz)
153
141
Input impedance at 153 Hz (Ω)
35.25+j5.36 44.27+j52.02
Input impedance at resonant frequency (Ω) 32.97-j0.24 41.93+j50.38
Length tuning is performed by simply adding or removing zigzag pieces on the zigzag
antenna. The input impedance of a long monopole wire antenna has more resistance and
inductance compared to a shorter monopole antenna at the same frequency. A longer antenna
generates additional magnetic field which increases inductance, as shown in Fig. 4-10 and Table
4-5. Similarly adding zigzag pieces makes the input impedance inductive with more resistance,
while removing zigzag pieces makes the input impedance to capacitive with low resistance, at
the same frequency. Fig. 4-11 shows two zigzag antennas; one is created from a shorter
monopole antenna and the other from a longer monopole antenna. The length tuning approach
(adding more zigzag pieces) shifts the resonant frequency back to the desired frequency, but the
input impedance is not matched to the 50 Ω feed line. The T-matching method used to match the
input impedance of the PIFA to 50 Ω will be applied to the zigzag antenna [13] [14].

Added resistance and inductance

Fig. 4-10 Impact of adding zigzag sections
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153 MHz
473 mm

199 MHz 187 MHz 141 MHz
10 pieces 111 pieces 513 mm

Fig. 4-11. Length tuning method
T-matching is a matching method created by implanting a T-shaped shorting pin wire
between the ground plane and the antenna [66]. It also acts as a balun between the antenna and
outer conductor of the coaxial feed terminated with the small ground plane. The principal of the
T-matching method is shown in Fig. 4-12 [3]. The current path flows from the input port to the
end of antenna without any current leakage in Fig. 4-12 (a). An antenna model with a shorting
pin is shown in Fig. 4-12 (b). The current path flowing into the antenna is split to the antenna and
shorting pin as shown in Fig. 4-12 (b). The current at the feed point of the antenna with a
shorting pin is greater than the current at the feed point of the antenna without a shorting pin
because of an additional current channeled into the shorting pin, as shown in Fig. 4-12 (b). The
added shorting pin in parallel to the antenna creates different values of input voltage. The input
impedance of the antenna with a shorting pin is defined by different input voltage and current,
Vin’ and Iin’, which are determined by the total length of the shorting pin. This allows additional
control of the reactance at the feed point.
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Iin’’

Iin

Isp
Zin=Vin/Iin=36+j5Ω

Zin’=Vin’/Iin’=50Ω

Vin
Zo=50Ω

Vin’

Iin’ =Iin’’ + Isp

Zo=50Ω

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4-12. Depiction of current flow on (a) antenna without shorting pin and (b) antenna with a
shorting pin
A parametric study was conducted using HFSS to optimize the size of the shorting pin. The
current distributions in 473 mm long monopole antenna with an infinite ground plane and the
shorting pin are shown in Fig. 4-13. The height is set to 15 mm, and the lengths of the shorting
pin are 5 mm, 40 mm, and 140 mm. The largest input current is leaked into the shorting pin
when the shorting pin length is 5 mm. The antenna with a 5 mm long shorting pin is almost
shorted out because the relatively short copper piece has very small impedance. The current
leakage into the shorting pin is smaller and the amount of current that flows into the antenna is
increased with long shorting pins. It is because a short copper wire has almost zero resistance,
while a long copper wire has some value of resistance. Table 4-6 shows input impedance values
of the antenna with a 15 mm height and different lengths of shorting pins. The input impedance
is close to 50 Ω for the longer shorting pin cases.

Height
Heightof
of antenna,
antenna, mm
mm

Height of antenna, mm
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Fig. 4-13. Comparison of the effect of shorting pin length on the current distribution on
monopole antennas (shorting pin height is 15 mm) (a) total current distribution (b) current
distribution near the feed
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Table 4-6 Input impedance of antenna as a function of 15 mm height and different length
of shorting pin
Length (mm)
Input impedance at 153 Hz (Ω)
0
35.25+j5.36
5
1.82+j14.76
40
25.27+j32.24
140
42.40+j9.69

The input impedance comparison of the 473 mm line monopole over an infinite ground
plane without shorting pin, and with 5 mm, 40 mm, and 140 mm shorting pins are shown in Fig.
4-14. The input impedance of antenna with shorting pin shows the peak of anti-resonance before
the resonance frequency. The reactance is highly inductive around the anti-resonance region, and
becoming to zero around the resonance frequency.
The resistance has similar a trend as the reactance at lower frequency, and is becoming
around 50 Ω at the resonant frequency. The input impedance of antenna with 5 mm shorting pin
has a weak anti-resonance region with small resistance and reactance. There is no anti-resonance
before the resonance frequency in the input impedance plot of antenna without shorting pin. In
conclusion, the shorting pin matches the input impedance of antennas to 50 Ω with welldistributed incident current by generating a strong anti-resonance region. The ideal dimension of
the shorting pin is longer than 100 mm. However, the size of the ground plane size does not
allow the long shorting pin. If the length of the shorting pin is relatively short, the resonant
frequency is formed at a lower frequency because the shorting pin creates inductive input
reactance.

Resistance, ohm
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Fig. 4-14. (a) Resistance (b) Reactance of antennas with different length of shorting pins
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4.3 Polar Bear Tracking Antenna
The polar bear is a valuable animal to study because it is an indicator of environment in the
Arctic. They spend most of their lives in remote areas, and live on the ice and even at sea on
large ice flows. Polar bears have black skin under white hair to absorb as much heat as possible
[80]. The bears have a layer of fat to be able to swim in the icy Arctic Ocean without freezing.
The polar bears are on the Red List of Threatened Species by the International Union for
Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN), regarded as species on the brink of
extinction [81][82]. Green house effects have raised the Earth’s average temperature and
decreased amount of ice in the Arctic, and resulted in a decrease in the polar bear population.
The wearable zigzag antenna design for the polar bear is a starting point to research the behavior
of polar bear to track the situation of the North Pole.
4.3.1 Upright Zigzag Antenna for Polar Bear
The first step of the wearable zigzag antenna design is an upright zigzag antenna design
suitable for the polar bears. Determining the number of zigzag section (N) is the next step of the
upright zigzag antenna design. Changing N will affect the value of W2 (shown in Fig. 4-8) for
given a fixed length of L. Equation (4.3) shows the relation between N and W2.
( )
In this case, L=473 mm and L1=47.3 mm. An angle set at 60˚ results in an antenna with a
practical height. The parametric study of HFSS shows how the return loss of the zigzag antenna
changes when N increases. The antennas with different N are shown in Fig. 4-15. W2 and the
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input impedance dependence on N are shown in Table 4-7. The reactance of input impedance at
153 MHz. The reactance value can be tuned by adding several pieces of zigzag. The magnitude
of the reactance increases as N increases, but the real part of the input impedance has a small
change. The zigzag antenna will be integrated on the collar, so W 2 should be smaller than the
width of the collar, 25 mm. The value of N is selected to be 10 by considering the proper value
of W2 and input reactance. Final impedance matching is performed as the final step in the design.
The dimension of upright zigzag antenna with N=10 is shown in Fig. 4-16.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 4-15 Four antennas with different N (α=60˚, and total length=473 mm)
(a) N=0 (b) N =5 (c) N=10 (d) N=15
Table 4-7 Input impedance and W2 with different N (α=60˚, and total length=473 mm)
N
0
5
10
15
W2 (mm)
0
36.3
18.43
12.1
Input impedance (Ω)
36.43+j5.37 9.59-j118.82 8.89-j155.13 8.65-j174.46
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Fig. 4-16 Final design of upright zigzag

4.3.2 Curved Zigzag Antenna for Polar Bear Body Material
The upright zigzag antenna must be curved in order to be put around the neck of the animal.
The antenna curvature is gradual, resulting in small effect on the antenna performance. Body
proximity has the greatest impact on the antenna performance because the larger relative
permittivity of body at 153 MHz would have more effect on the antenna performance. It is
assumed that the relative permittivity and conductivity of the animals are the same as that for
human beings. The relative permittivity and conductivity of the material are assumed to be 50
and 0.25 S/m, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4-17 [83]. The material of the phantom is
considered to be homogeneous.
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Fig. 4-17 Dielectric properties of the body material

The length of antenna with the body cylinder looks electrically longer than the antenna length
in air. It results in a lower resonant frequency, as shown in Fig. 4-18 [84]. The input impedance
of the zigzag antenna with the body material at 153

Hz is 30.66+j20.76 Ω. Several pieces of

zigzag are removed to create a capacitive reactance. The final input impedance matching is done
by adding the shorting pin, as shown in Fig. 4-19. The height and width of shorting pin are set to
15 mm and 50 mm, respectively.
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Fig. 4-18 Input impedance change by meandering

25 mm

103.83 mm

103.83 mm

z
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x

Fig. 4-19 Final collar integrated zigzag antenna configuration
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One piece of zigzag is removed because the input impedance value of final design is close to
50 Ω. The input impedance of the bent zigzag antenna, the tuned bent zigzag antenna, and the
tuned bent zigzag antenna with the shorting pin are shown in Fig. 4-20 and Fig. 4-21,
respectively. The 10 dB bandwidth of 11 MHz is achieved at the center frequency of 153 MHz
antenna as shown in Fig. 4-22. The resulting zigzag antenna is low-profile and can be integrated
on collars to be placed on animals. The curved zigzag antenna with phantom has omnidirectional radiation pattern as shown in Fig. 4-23. The curved zigzag antenna with phantom
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satisfies three conditions of wearable antenna mentioned in Section 4.1.
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Fig. 4-20 Input impedance change of curved zigzag near animal body by length tuning
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Fig. 4-21 Input impedance change of curved zigzag near animal body by length tuning and
shorting pin
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Fig. 4-22 10 dB bandwidth of the zigzag antenna
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4.3.3 Radiation Efficiency of Zigzag Antenna

0

Antenna efficiency is a useful antenna factor to test the performance of the antenna. The
equivalent circuit of antenna impedance is shown below. The radiation efficiency is a ratio of the
power delivered to the antenna radiation resistance to the power delivered to the antenna [66].
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where
ZA = antenna impedance (Ω)
RA = Antenna resistance (Ω)
Rr = radiation resistance (Ω)
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RL = antenna loss resistance (Ω)
XA = antenna reactance (Ω)
er = radiation efficiency (dimensionless)

RL

Rr

XA

Fig. 4-24 Equivalent circuit of antenna impedance
Wheeler suggested a method to measure the antenna efficiency in 1959 [85]. The antenna is
covered by a metal cap with high conductivity. The dimension of the cap is greater or equal to
λ/2π to all directions from the antenna. The cap cancels out far-field radiation by reflecting all
electric field radiation from the antenna. The radiation impedance of the antenna with Wheeler
cap has zero value of Rr and only RL is measured. Therefore, the radiation efficiency of an
antenna is

where
RNoWheelerCap = resistance of antenna without Wheeler cap (Ω)
RWheelerCap = resistance of antenna with Wheeler cap (Ω)
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The antenna radiation efficiency measurements by using Wheeler cap method verifications
are shown in [86]-[88]. The Wheeler cap method diagram is shown in Fig. 4-25. The Wheeler
cap applications to the HFSS simulation are shown in [87][88]. The HFSS simulation results of
antenna efficiency with a virtual Wheeler cap are well-matched to the actual Wheeler cap
measurements. Applying a Wheeler cap method to the collar integrated antenna with the
presence of the body material is a significant challenge in terms of experiment set up and size of
the Wheeler cap. The presence of the animal body creates an inhomogeneous radiation
environment. The virtual Wheeler cap measurement is indirect efficiency measurement method
of integrated zigzag antenna on the body material.
Both the measured and simulated efficiency of the zigzag antenna in air is 99%. The
simulated efficiency of the zigzag antenna with the body material is 41 %. The antenna readrange if the zigzag-type collar integrated antenna has 1.4 mile read range compared to a
monopole antenna with a 2.3 mile read range. The collar integrated zigzag antenna is much more
closely coupled to the body while the monopole antenna extends out far beyond the body.

λ/2π

λ/2π

λ/2π

(a)
(b)
Fig. 4-25 Wheeler cap method diagram (a) antenna without Wheeler cap (b) antenna with
Wheeler cap
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4.3.4 Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) of the Zigzag Antenna
The health effect of RF fields dear the body is an important concern as wearable devices are
introduced. The specific absorption rate (SAR), the absorbed RF energy by human body tissue,
is the quantity to measure the health effect of RF fields. SAR is defined as an equation below,

∫

|

|

where σ and ρ conductivity (S/m) and mass density (kg/m3) of the phantom, and |E| is the
magnitude of the radiated electric field (V/m). The SAR is averaged over the sample volume of
the phantom, 1g or 10 g. The international standard values of SAR in the U.S. and Europe are 1.6
W/g, averaged over 1 g of the sample, and 2.0 W/g, averaged over 10 g of the sample,
respectively [89]. The value of SAR greater than the international standard value is considered as
an EM hazard level of RF energy. The SAR field plot computed from HFSS is shown in Fig. 426. It is the value of averaged over 1 g of the sample. The maximum value of SAR is 0.0036
mW/kg, which is much less than 1.6 W/kg. This means that the zigzag antenna is safe for human
beings and animals. The wearable zigzag antenna is applicable to human beings with the low
SAR.
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Fig. 4-26 SAR field plot of the Zigzag antenna on the body phantom

4.4 Antenna Fabrication
A prototype zigzag antenna is simply fabricated by a copper wire and copper tape. The
zigzag antenna consists of L1 and L2 with 10 pieces of zigzag as described in Chapter 3. The
ground plane is made of paper box surrounded by copper tape. The zigzag antenna is integrated
on the rubber collar. It is shown in Fig. 4-27. The actual animal should be used to verify the
effect of phantom, but the research policy does not allow using the animals for the measurements.
A bottle of saline solution with a 10 cm diameter is used for the body material because water is
used as the phantom [90]. The antenna measurement of the final design by using network
analyzer is compared with the HFSS design in Fig. 4-28.
The result from the fabricated antenna is well matched to the result from HFSS simulation. It
shows matched resonant frequency and reasonable reflection coefficient. Therefore, zigzag
antenna is applicable product to the real world. There are several reasons why slight difference
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between the simulation and fabrication results exists. There are differences of the relative
permittivity and conductivity between the simulation and actual saline solution. Another possible
reason is slight difference of diameter and material characteristics of copper between the

Reflection Coefficient, dB

simulation and l fabrication.

Fig. 4-27 Curved zigzag antenna with collar
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Fig. 4-28 Comparison of HFSS models and curved zigzag antenna with collar, phantom,
tuning part, and shorting pin
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS

Three RF structures operating at different frequencies are analyzed with a full wave
electromagnetic simulator. The dissertation describes model structure, design challenges,
modeling strategy, design process, and results analysis. The full wave simulator used for the
whole modeling process demonstrates a great performance with the matched simulation results to
the references. The following sections will conclude the achieved work on the three antenna
structures and will propose possible extension to this work.

5.1 Completed Works

The completed works in this dissertation include:
1. The full wave EM simulators such FDTD and FEM are verified as useful tools by the
comparison of the NW and BNW modeling to the practical references. The setup of
accurate material characteristics and appropriate boundary conditions are significant
design issues. A full wave EM simulator is used for NW design and creates well-matched
results. The full wave EM simulation model of BNW with perfect regularity shows small
difference from the measurement due to the high irregularity of the practical fabrication of
branches. The HFSS simulation result of different directions of branches verifies the error
from irregularity problem.
2. The single on-chip antenna for MCMC system is a starting point of the wireless
communication of MCMC system. Two element array on-chip antenna enhances the
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directional gain. Four element array antenna is introduced to create enhanced
reconfigurable gain patterns to 8 directions. The gains of two suggested orientations are
compared to find an appropriate combination of array antenna creating the maximum
enhancement of the gain. The star shape orientation is selected due to its stronger
combined gain. The separation factor resulting in the maximum combined gain is
determined by the array factor equation from Balanis’s Antenna theory book [66]. The
initial dimensions of AMC layer and antenna shows mismatched input impedance at 60
GHz because of the interaction between the four antennas and patches. The dimensions of
the patch and the antenna are tuned to result in the input impedance matching and
reasonable gain at 60 GHz. Two major performance matrices, PRE and budget are plotted
to evaluate the optimized antenna design.
3. The input impedance analysis of the antenna modification from monopole to zigzag
antenna demonstrates the effects of meandering and proximity to the body phantom. The
meandering creates the capacitive input impedance and shifts the resonant frequency up
while the body phantom with high dielectric constant shirts the resonant frequency down
due to the reduced phase velocity. The zigzag antenna analysis in terms of current
distribution from the bottom to the top of antenna describes the behavior of shorting pin.
The SAR simulation result proves the effect of zigzag antenna to the lives is safe enough.
The return loss of simulation result is compared to the actual fabrication measurement and
the results are well-matched.
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5.2 Future Works

The simulation result of the BNW modeling with perfect regularity supports an idea of the
substrate result to the measurement of the practical model, but it is improper to predict the
accurate result. The BNW model more close to the realistic solar substrate with a proper degree
of irregularity is needed to create more accurate reflectivity. Fig. 5.1 shows the irregular
branched NW.

Fig. 5-1 Irregular branched NW
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The simulation model of the four element array antenna is fed with the waveports located
between the antenna package and silicon substrate as shown in Fig 5.2. However, it is not proper
method of feeding in the practical design. The appropriate feeding method for the four element
array antenna is required for the actual fabrication since the waveport is impractical in the actual
antenna fabrication.

Fig. 5-2 Waveport feeding antenna package
The milti-line multi-layer (MLML) zigzag antenna that is applied to the small animals such
as house cats or tamarins is suggested by the senior design teams of the University of Arizona, as
shown in Fig. 5-3. The MLML zigzag design has higher coupling capacitance due to more pieces
of zigzag and overlapped antenna layer. The input impedance analysis of the MLML zigzag
antenna is a proper future work of the zigzag antenna research.
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Fig. 5-3 Multi-line multi-layer zigzag antenna
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APPENDIX A ANOTHER APPROACH OF SEPARATION FACTOR
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Table A.1 Antenna feeding point positions
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